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it is a privilege to lead such an energetic, diverse and intellectually curious community of pupils and staff 
at cheltenham Ladies’ college.

Sixth form students are at the heart of everything we do, often involved with volunteering and 
mentoring, as well as supporting  the many performances,  concerts, sports and co-curricular  events 
across college. they also act as excellent role models for our Lower and upper college pupils.

As you enter Sixth form, you will be encouraged to take on new responsibilities, through your 
independent studies and co-curricular activities, in order to make the most of the opportunities available 
to you. While you will be expected to develop a great deal of independence during your time in Sixth 
form, you will also be supported throughout your studies, applications to universities, and new leadership 
roles.

With this support network in place, it is always a pleasure to see our students mature into resilient, self- 
motivated and independent young women who are prepared for their next step, whether that means 
university, travel, or another adventure upon leaving college.

No matter what your future path might be, we aim to enable all of you to feel self-confident and fulfilled 
by the choices you make, both during the Sixth form and in your careers and personal lives far beyond 
your time at college.

i am proud to have so many passionate and ambitious pupils at college. i encourage you to take the 
initiative in all areas of college life, and look forward to getting to know you all better over the course of 
your time in Sixth form.

ms eve Jardine-Young
Principal

Welcome from the PrinciPal
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the Sixth form represents a new beginning for you all, whether you have been here for several years 
or whether you are new to college. You will have a new house, a new tutor Group and the opportunity 
to meet pupils from across the world with whom you will build enduring friendships. this will be both 
an immensely exciting and challenging part of your life as you are empowered to make choices that 
will shape your future. in making these choices, there is a great deal of support along the way. the 
Professional Guidance centre will be on hand to guide you through higher education and careers 
options, as will your tutor and your housemistress.
 
Your Sixth form college Pathway will be unique to each and every one of you, depending on your 
academic choices and what co-curricular activities you select to complement or extend your academic 
studies. During your time in the Sixth form you will be given opportunities to lead and to develop 
your love of learning. college prides itself on the productive exchange of ideas and the Sixth form will 
provide you with access to a wide range of speakers from industry, world leading universities and experts 
from their field who come to cheltenham as part of the festivals. these experiences will influence your 
intellectual development, you will have the opportunity to inspire others through the many societies at 
college and positions of responsibility in houses, across academic departments and through the Prefect 
system which will enable you to demonstrate leadership.

it is our aim that all pupils leave college with the qualifications, depth of knowledge, range of skills and 
personal qualities needed to flourish in the modern world. You will also take unforgettable experiences 
with you that will be cherished, and friendships that will last for a lifetime.

i wish you every success.

mr Jonathan marchant 
head of Sixth form

Welcome from the heaD of siXth form
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All pupils, whether new or existing, join a new house for their two years in the Sixth form college. there 
are five Sixth form Boarding houses (Beale, cambray, elizabeth & Gransden, roderic and St hilda’s) 
and one Day house (Bayshill). Whether boarding or day, you are likely to find that you will be given 
more independence in the Sixth form and with this comes a degree of responsibility and trust. Sixth 
form houses provide a good bridge between home and university and allow you to make a gradual 
transition to living independently away from home. 

At weekends, you can choose to go home or to a guardian after your commitments. however, many 
pupils choose to stay at college to develop their friendships and take advantage of activities on offer or 
to use the college facilities. it is likely that you will have academic work to complete most weekends and 
many pupils find it easier to stay at college to complete their work.

Your tutor will advise and support you on all academic matters. they will develop a close working 
relationship with you, monitor your academic progress and keep your parents informed with frequent 
reports. they will also provide you with advice for your higher education applications and will liaise with 
your subject teachers, and university Subject mentor, to ensure you are fully informed and prepared for 
the university application cycle.

the housemistress and tutor work very closely to ensure each pupil thrives and leaves college with the 
necessary skills and attributes for later life.

life in the siXth form
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sfc PathWay

the purpose of the Sixth form college Pathway (SfcP) is to encourage pupils to consider what they 
want to achieve and experience over their two years in the Sixth form. to this end, the framework 
diagram, shown here, incorporates both the academic and co-curricular aspects of the Sixth form 
experience. 

the themes that form the different segments of the Pathway are informed by college’s values and the 
personal characteristics that we feel will enable you to flourish in the modern world. 

the activities under each heading in the framework diagram are only a selection of those available in the 
Sixth form. 

this is not a prescriptive model and you are not required to undertake all the aspects shown, although 
some elements such as Wellbeing and the reflective Diary will have tutor time and some curriculum 
time dedicated to them. the SfcP is intended to focus you on potential routes through the Sixth form, 
and to encourage you to plan and discuss with your housemistress and tutor what you want to achieve 
and how the right balance of academic and co-curricular activities can be struck. 

the model is intended to provide a good balance of activities that will equip you with a range of 
experiences, which will enable you to meet the challenges of university and the professional world with 
confidence. 
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sfc enrichment

A wealth of enrichment activities will accompany your studies and these generally take place in the 
evenings (from 4.45pm to 6.15pm) or as part of the Saturday enrichment Programme. many of these 
activities are provided through Physical education, music, community Links, Speech and Drama and 
outdoor education. Details of these can be found below. 

however, there are also many other clubs and activities in which you can get involved. these are run by 
academic departments and by pupils. there are various lectures open to Sfc1 and Sfc2 which will help 
to broaden your knowledge and may also help you to cope with unexpected questions in interviews. You 
will be able to access teacher-led university preparation classes selecting the subjects which best fit with 
your university choices. 

other activities, which are on offer to the Sixth form, include interview skills, life drawing, dissection, 
Young enterprise, and theory of Knowledge. there are other activities organised on Saturday mornings, 
such as the general knowledge quiz ‘tutorversity challenge’, Principal’s Lectures and the Beale Debate. 
there are also various Scholars’ Programmes.

there are numerous stages throughout the Sixth form where you will work with the Professional 
Guidance centre (PGc), starting with ‘An introduction to the PGc’ and talks about universities from 
some of our recent leavers, and ending with support to complete your university application. 

commUnity linKs

Pupils entering the Sixth form have the opportunity, through college’s community Links Programme, 
to volunteer at various local organisations. As well as making a significant and positive difference to 
the lives of others, community service can also provide unique opportunities for the development 
of self-awareness, gaining valuable insight into the lives of others and what it means to be a vital and 
compassionate member of society.

A wide variety of experiences are on offer to enable pupils to manage their time, boost energy levels and 
enhance their skillset by volunteering to help those around them.
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A popular community based activity is to assist with sport, drama, reading and music in a local primary 
school. Students support teachers to enrich the busy and dynamic classroom environment and develop 
their communication and leadership skills.

those interested in studying medicine at university may wish to volunteer at one of the special needs 
schools in the area. Working within a highly professional and dedicated team of teaching staff, caring 
for some the most vulnerable members of our local community, pupils develop a more informed 
appreciation of the needs and challenges of social care. however, others may prefer to visit an elderly 
person in a residential setting. Specialising in dementia care, homes welcome cLc pupils as they very 
often make a real difference just sitting and talking to an elderly resident.

for those budding vets interested in veterinary Science, pupils can undertake an induction course at the 
Animal Shelter in order to work with a variety of animals during weekly visits.

reflecting on community service is fundamental to comprehending the importance of volunteering 
through the community Links Programme. tutors regularly encourage tutees to reflect on service 
activities throughout their Sixth form Service Pathway. if undertaking the iB Diploma, volunteering and 
reflection is an essential part of cAS (creativity, Activity and Service). volunteering in the community 
also counts towards the service section of the Gold/Silver category of the Duke of edinburgh Award 
Scheme.

Physical eDUcation

Sport and physical activity are an important part of Sixth form life at college. Pupils will be given the 
opportunity to participate in a wide variety of different sports and activities, developing their individual 
skills and learning the value of teamwork and the importance of leading a healthy lifestyle. We hope that 
by the time you leave cLc you will take with you a lifelong passion for being physically fit and active. 

the three major winter games (hockey, lacrosse and netball) are played up to senior first team standard 
throughout the Winter and Spring terms. We also have a tennis programme that runs all year round, and 
programmes for rowing, squash, skiing, equestrian, fencing, football, swimming and athletics. on top of 
these we have contemporary dance clubs, exercise classes, an outdoor education/activities programme, 
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a state-of-the-art fitness suite, a climbing wall and a wide range of recreational sport clubs such as 
volleyball and basketball. 

Sports clubs and team training sessions run predominately on weekdays between 4.45pm and 6.15pm 
and are open to all pupils of all abilities. if you represent college in one of the many teams, you will be 
required to attend the relevant team training session for your particular age group. in these sessions you 
will gain an understanding of team tactics, run through set pieces, play mini games, receive specialist 
coaching and develop specific skills for upcoming matches. By being part of a team you will meet like-
minded people and be able to compete and represent college in matches on a regular basis. talented 
pupils are also encouraged to represent the county, region or country and are supported to compete at 
those levels if selected.

Within the curriculum you will be offered a diverse and exciting range of sports and games every 
tuesday afternoon. All pupils are expected to complete at least one hour of activity each week as 
college believes in the importance of health and exercise in everyday life. however, in Sixth form we 
look to give you increasing levels of ownership in terms of what activities you choose and how you 
engage in them. 

We want you to find the activity that is right for you and make healthy informed choices about your 
physical activity. if you have already developed a particular talent, our expert tuition, excellent facilities 
and positive sports mentoring will ensure that you are able to achieve your full potential. for those who 
are yet to find their sport, our wide and varied programme will hopefully allow you to find an activity 
which you will enjoy and which will have a positive effect on your physical and mental wellbeing. We 
believe cLc Sport has something for every pupil.

mUsic

every week, more than 1,000 individual music lessons and ensembles take place at college and no pupil 
misses an academic lesson to attend her music lessons. A tremendous range of instruments is taught 
by more than 40 staff and you will also have the opportunity to take practical exams in your chosen 
instruments.
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our Sixth form musicians are given every opportunity to shine and they lead a number of choirs and 
groups. from becoming the Leader of Symphony orchestra or head of college choir to singing lead 
vocals with the college Jazz Band, Sixth formers play a vital and much-valued role in the musical life of 
college. Biennial prizes in Wind and Brass, Strings, Keyboard and Singing, with specialist adjudicators 
offering the best advice, allow pupils to select and craft their own performance for these events, and our 
music Scholars receive a carefully planned programme of study which often leads towards a high-profile 
public performance. our recording studio allows pupils to record their own albums, as well as rehearse 
for Grade viii and diploma recitals.

in addition to our annual series of in-house concerts, we often present public concerts, staging events in 
Pittville Pump room and tewkesbury Abbey. our major overseas tours take place biennially, usually in 
the first week of the summer holidays. recent tours have taken us to rome, venice, tuscany and umbria, 
emilia romagna, Provence, Andalusia and catalonia. over the past few years, the choir has also sung 
in St Paul’s cathedral, London, St George’s chapel, Windsor, Salisbury cathedral, eton college chapel 
and York minster.

Drama

Pupils who enjoy Drama have a wide range of theatrical opportunities in the Sixth form. many Sfc 
pupils take extra drama lessons, which are timetabled to take place during free periods. our speech and 
drama coaches have a variety of specialisations from Acting and Public Speaking to musical theatre and 
verse and Prose. Some pupils study in pairs and groups, while others enjoy individual lessons. 

every year we celebrate the best of LAmDA with a showcase in the Parabola Arts centre. Several pupils 
audition for the National Youth theatre each year and four pupils are current members of the NYt 
company.  Drama teachers also support pupils auditioning for Drama Schools, and we have had several 
pupils who have continued to a professional career both on stage and in film and television.

college productions give the opportunity not only to perform but also to take part in all the technical 
aspects of staging a play. there are also opportunities to direct a production or to assist a member of 
the teaching staff with direction. the productions for 2019/20 include a production of oscar Wilde’s 
The Importance of Being Earnest and the musical Grease. there will also be a student-directed open-air 
Shakespeare production involving pupils from Sfc1 which will be performed in may 2020. in past years, 
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small groups of Sfc pupils have also produced smaller scale productions in the Parabola Arts centre 
and in houses. the Drama Department is always happy to support you if you have a particular project 
in mind. there is also the opportunity to run a Drama club for younger pupils. in tech club, pupils 
learn to use the latest sound and lighting technology and are trained to stage manage all the college 
productions.

During the course of the year a number of visiting theatre companies come to perform at cLc including 
international groups and local performers. there are also many theatre trips arranged throughout the 
year, both to the everyman theatre in cheltenham and further afield including the rSc in Stratford and 
the Bristol old vic. 

oUtDoor eDUcation

the outdoor education Department offers a wide range of activities focusing on non-competitive, 
personal development that promotes initiative, leadership and empathy for others. You will have the 
opportunity to take part in activities and outings that will give you the chance to have a break from your 
academic studies, relax and try something new. the Adventure club offers activities such as sailing, 
mountain biking, climbing and canoeing, amongst others, which take place throughout the year. 
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the Duke of edinburgh Gold Award scheme is primarily aimed at those who have followed the Bronze 
and Silver Awards previously, but new students, with sufficient experience, may be able to participate at 
Gold directly. Sfc students are offered an 8-hour emergency first aid at work course that is useful, not 
just for those enrolling on the Gold Duke of edinburgh Award scheme, but also if you are applying to 
medical school, considering a gap year or volunteering in the uK or overseas.

WellBeinG 

the aim of dedicated Wellbeing lessons is to help you understand how to lead healthy, safe, responsible 
and fulfilled lives. Sessions from external speakers are likely to include topics such as mental health 
awareness, healthy eating, relationships, mindfulness, driving safely and drug and alcohol abuse. the 
medical centre staff also meet with small groups of pupils to discuss sexual health.

Sfc pupils regularly volunteer to be representatives within the Wellbeing Programme and you can 
help with many activities, including Lower college Peer mentor training, leading Wellbeing Prayers and 
Lower college Wellbeing sessions, initiatives around college (eg random acts of kindness and displays) 
and leading clubs such as Diversity Society, relaxation and Art for Wellbeing.
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the Professional GUiDance centre

the aim of the Professional Guidance centre (PGc) is to deliver a dynamic and responsive service in 
this fast changing and constantly evolving field, providing you with informed support and guidance, and 
enabling you to make emboldened, informed decisions about higher education, work experience and 
careers.

Who’S Who iN the PGc

Dr victoria Sherwood
Head of PGC

mrs Justine hale
Higher Education 
Advice Manager

mrs marieli mooney
Careers and Work 
Experience Manager

mrs victoria Latimer
International 
Universities Adviser

mr James Skinner
Medical Careers 
Adviser

mrs tracey Black
Interview Skills Coach

miss tess hampton
PGC and SFC 
Administrative Support

the work of the Professional Guidance centre divides into two broad areas: careers / work experience 
and higher education. You will receive advice across these areas in a variety of ways - from your tutor, via 
talks and events in which you will hear from outside speakers and members of PGc staff, and in one-to-
one meetings. During Sfc you will also be supported in your university application by a subject-specific 
mentor.
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the PGc Library has a wide variety of resources in all of these areas, both in the form of books 
and prospectuses, as well as the opportunity to access online resources. further resources, such as 
advertisements for work placements, cv templates, information about talks and much more, can be 
located on the PGc page of SharePoint.

You will have the opportunity to learn about a variety of careers and work experience opportunities. 
highlights of our provision include:
 

iNtervieW 
PrActice

‘WhAt’S Next?’ 
A day in the Summer 
term of Sfc1 devoted 
to university subject 
workshops, personal 
statement writing and 
workshops to help you 
prepare for university. in 
the afternoon there is a 
careers and university 
fair to which parents are 
invited.

GAP, Summer 
trAveL AND 
voLuNteeriNG 
fAir

WorK 
exPerieNce
these opportunities 
will be passed to you as 
they become available. 
You may also meet 
the careers and Work 
experience manager for 
one-to-one advice and 
contacts from our Guild 
network.

NetWorKiNG 
DiNNerS
Guild members (former 
students), parents 
and local business 
representatives from 
a particular industry 
come to college to give 
you an opportunity to 
hear about their career 
experiences and to ask 
questions over dinner.

uNiverSitY 
cLASSeS AND 
SuBJect 
meNtorS

cAreerS 
coNveNtioNS 
including a medical 
conference and Law 
Day.

ADmiSSioNS teSt 
SuPPortcAreerS tALKS 

AND WorKShoPS

in addition to the above, there are a number of ways in which the PGc supports pupils in developing the 
crucial softer skills of communication and interview technique. the principal route is through workshops 
(which extend these skills in an informal and practical way) and the interview club. Sfc pupils also have 
the option to have ‘extra’ lessons in this area, which focus on students’ specific needs and requirements, 
enabling them to speak with clarity, fluency and confidence. these private lessons are chargeable and 
may be taken as Private, Shared or Group (from three to six students) lessons. Students may be referred 
by the head of Sixth form college, the head of the Professional Guidance centre, their tutor or 
housemistress.
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hiGher eDUcation 

college is experienced and successful in assisting pupils to gain places on the courses and at the higher 
education institutions of their choice.

WhAt uNiverSitieS Do cLc PuPiLS APPLY to?

Your progress through the Sixth form, the ucAS process and on into university will be carefully 
supported by the Sixth form team with members of the PGc regularly visiting universities and attending 
meetings to stay at the forefront of any changes and developments in higher education. 

information and assistance are provided in a wide variety of ways, including:
 – A number of talks by outside speakers from several leading uK universities and by PGc staff.
 – Guidance regarding the ucAS process from your tutor.
 – the opportunity for you to meet and discuss your higher education and careers plans with a member 

of the PGc team (you can expect to have at least one one-to-one meeting in Sfc1).
 – Support in preparing for university interviews via mock interviews, interview club and sessions on 

interview skills and communication techniques.
 – the opportunity for you to make open Day visits to universities and colleges.
 – Subject-specific university classes run by individual departments.
 – A session on Student finance.
 – talks on higher level apprenticeship opportunities, sponsored degrees and graduate employability.

Parents are also invited to attend several talks, and are welcome to contact the PGc for advice.

A number of our students each year apply to universities outside of the uK, primarily to the uS. in order 
to support these pupils we provide:

 – A dedicated international universities Adviser who, alongside the head of PGc, can guide you 
through the process from start to finish.

 – A variety of talks by outside international Admissions officers from leading uS universities.
 – help and support with SAts, application forms, college selection, essays and interview practice.
 – A weekly uS applications club in the Summer term of Sfc1
 – one-to-one meetings with the international universities Adviser and head of PGc. 
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it is important to note that applications to the uS are applications to the university rather than to a 
course at the university. therefore, it is impossible to do an undergraduate degree in medicine or Law 
in the uS. most uS universities offer a Liberal Arts programme of study where courses are taken in 
a variety of subjects before a decision is taken after two years to focus on a main subject (known as a 
major).

to support your progress through the ucAS process / university application process, you must conduct 
your own research. A good place to start is the PGc SharePoint page which includes important 
additional information about aptitude tests, oxbridge applications, medicine / veterinary applications, 
gap years and the ucAS application process, as well as links to many useful websites such as 
www.ucas.ac.uk. 

You are strongly advised to find out as much as you can about any subject you may be interested in 
studying at university level, as well as particular universities and courses. individual universities’ websites 
have a wealth of information on these topics.

hiGher eDUcation ProGramme

through the PGc we try to ensure that you are familiar with and understand all the options open to 
you. Below is an outline schedule of some of the activities and advice offered to the Sixth form. Some 
timings may vary from year to year and this is a snapshot rather than an exhaustive list of our provision.

SFC1 Autumn term

 – Begin to start thinking about what subject(s) you would like to study at university.
 – talks from visiting speakers from uS universities attend college.
 – SAt preparation course for uS candidates.
 – Networking dinner takes place.

SFC1 Spring term

 – continue to further research about courses and universities.
 – university talks by representatives of higher education institutions covering the application 

process, the importance of research and, for example, the difference between campus and city 
universities.

 – one-to-one meetings with PGc staff begin.
 – Attend taster university classes.
 – You may take your SAt or Act exams.
 – visits from representatives of oxford and cambridge universities.
 – opportunity to take the centigrade test (a questionnaire-based assessment which identifies 

courses in the uK and europe, matching your strongest interests with your abilities).
 – Begin looking for relevant summer work experience, particularly medicine, Dentistry, veterinary 

and Law candidates.

http://www.ucas.ac.uk
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SFC1 Summer term 

 – Parents’ forum about competitive university admissions and employability.
 – university forum with Guild members currently at university who return to discuss their 

experience of the ucAS process and university life so far.
 – open Days begin at universities. Book in good time to ensure you get the places that you want. 

(You can attend three weekday open Days in the Summer term, but you must inform the 
higher education Advice manager where and when you are going and notify your teachers and 
housemistress.)

 – training on writing your personal statement.
 – in may, confirm with your tutor which course you would like to apply to, and if you are 

considering oxford or cambridge. 
 – Allocation of subject mentors, who will discuss summer reading with you.
 – university classes begin to aid your preparation for application.
 – tSA (thinking Skills Assessment) classes begin for students who need to take this test.
 – All-day conference: ‘What’s Next?’ university and careers day.
 – half-day gap, summer travel and volunteering fair.
 – meet your tutor to work on your ucAS application form and begin your personal statement.
 – Attend weekly uS sessions if applying for the uS.
 – Write your common Application essay.

end oF SFC1

 – Leave Sfc1 with a draft personal statement and with most of the ucAS form completed.
 – continue work on your personal statement over the holiday and return with a final copy in 

September. if required, register for the LNAt (Law National Admissions test) and the uKcAt 
(clinical Aptitude test) over the summer.

 – the uS common Application opens on 1st August; students applying to the uS begin work on 
their supplementary essays for specific uS universities. 

SFC2 Autumn term

September
 – Begin to submit ucAS applications, having discussed your courses and institutions with your 

tutor.
 – common Application form to be submitted if you are applying to the uS early Decision / Action.
 – oxford, cambridge, medicine, Dentistry and veterinary applications to be submitted in the first 

two weeks of September.
 – Some aptitude tests, such as the BmAt (Biomedical Admissions test) and those required by 

oxford and cambridge are usually sat at college late october / early November. See relevant 
websites and the PGc heAP for more details.

oCtober
 – final submission of ucAS applications and applications to Art foundation courses.
 – 31st october deadline for early Decision / Action applications to the uS. 
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november
 – first offers begin to arrive. tutors and PGc keep a constantly updated record of your progress.
 – mock interviews arranged in college for pupils who are likely to be interviewed. these are with  

in-house and external interviewers chosen for their knowledge of your higher education choices.
 – take relevant admissions tests at college or at a local centre depending on the test and test date.
 – Non-early uS applicants begin to submit their applications (deadline for regular applications is at 

the end of the year).
 – early Decision / Action applicants to the uS receive their decisions.

 
deCember

 – regular decision uS and Art foundation applications completed.
 – oxford and cambridge interviews.

SFC2 Spring term

JAnuAry
 – offers and rejections continue to arrive, including those from oxford and cambridge. 

FebruAry – mArCh
 – final university decisions need to be made after discussions with tutors and PGc.
 – q&A session for parents on firm / insurance and confirmation, clearing and adjustment.
 – Session on higher education student finance.

SFC2 Summer term 

April
 – uS regular Decision applicants receive their decisions.

mAy – June
 – Advice is sent to those applying to university post-Sixth form.
 – Student finance applications made by the end of may.
 – Advice sent to you and your parents about action to be taken when results are published.

end oF SFC2

July – AuguSt
 – iB Diploma Programme results published early July. 
 – A Level results published mid-August. 
 – the PGc staff will be in college to offer advice when results are published.

September
 – Post-Sixth form applicants who require help with their university applications should get in touch 

with their tutor and the higher education Advice manager.
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acaDemic Provision

the Sixth form curriculum model at college facilitates choice and has developed out of our pupil-
centred approach, which places the interests of the pupil at the heart of everything we do. All routes 
allow access to any desired career or degree course and careful advice and consideration are needed to 
determine the pathway which best suits your needs. 

the next section of this booklet gives a generic overview of the two curriculum routes we offer, as well 
as information about the process and timeline for choosing your subjects. the remainder of the booklet 
gives an overview of the content and assessment for each subject offered at A Level and iB, and finally 
advice from the Professional Guidance centre about preferred subjects and subject combinations for 
certain degree courses. 

for our current pupils in upper college a structured programme of advice and guidance is provided to 
help you choose your options.

if you are new to college, please talk to the Director of Admissions (doadmissions@cheltladiescollege.org) 
who will put you in contact with the right members of staff.

the options process can take considerable time, and is a very personal and individual journey which 
many of you will have already started when you chose your GcSe subjects. 

i look forward to helping you embark on a Sixth form curriculum that suits your needs. 

miss Jackie Adams
vice Principal Academic 
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the international Baccalaureate (iB) Diploma  
Programme (DP) encourages students across the  
world to become active, compassionate and lifelong 
learners. its aim is to develop students who fit the 
iB Learner Profile: 

 – inquirers
 – Knowledgeable
 – thinkers
 – communicators
 – Principled
 – open-minded
 – caring
 – risk-takers
 – Balanced
 – reflective

All iB Diploma Programme students study six subjects over two years, one subject from each Group; 
three at higher Level (hL) and three at Standard Level (SL). there are also three core components 
which must be completed before students can gain the Diploma.

core
 – theory of  

Knowledge 
(toK)

 – extended essay 
(ee)

 – creativity, 
Activity, Service 
(cAS)

GrouP 1 
 – english (hL)
 – english (SL) 

GrouP 2
LANGuAGe B (hL/SL)

 – french
 – German 
 – italian
 – mandarin 
 – Spanish 

LANGuAGe AB InITIo (SL) 
 – Arabic
 – italian
 – Japanese
 – mandarin
 – russian 

GrouP 3
 – economics (hL/SL)
 – Geography (hL/SL)
 – history (hL/SL)
 – Philosophy (hL/SL)

GrouP 4
 – Biology (hL/SL)
 – chemistry (hL/SL) 
 – Physics (hL/SL)
 – environmental 

Systems and 
Societies (SL)

GrouP 5
 – mathematics: Applications 

and interpretation (hL/SL)
 – mathematics:  

Analysis and Approaches 
(hL/SL)

GrouP 6
 – music (hL/SL)
 – theatre (hL/SL) 
 – visual Arts (hL/SL)

or another subject from 
group 2,3 or 4, for example

 – chemistry hL
 – economics hL/SL
 – french hL/SL
 – history hL/SL

cUrricUlUm roUte one: international 
BaccalaUreate DiPloma ProGramme
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each higher Level subject will have approximately 240 teaching hours and each Standard Level subject 
approximately 150 teaching hours over two years. toK has approximately 100 hours of teaching time 
over the course. All subjects are examined in may of Sfc2, although coursework will be assessed at 
various points throughout the two years. Grading for each subject is on a 7 to 0 scale. the maximum 
score for the six subjects is therefore 42 points. An extra three points are awarded for toK and 
extended essay, together giving a maximum total Diploma score of 45. twenty four points are required 
for the Diploma to be awarded (12 points are needed from the three higher Level subjects, nine points 
from the three Standard Level subjects, and successful completion of the core components).

Below is an example of what college may offer in each subject group, but the final choice will depend on 
numbers opting for a particular subject in any one year.

GrouP 1 – StuDieS iN LANGuAGe AND LiterAture
english A: Literature (hL/SL). this is a compulsory element of the iB programme at college. 

GrouP 2 – LANGuAGe AcquiSitioN
there are two possible options:
Language B (hL or SL): the languages available are subject to demand, but typically include french, 
German, mandarin, italian and Spanish at this level. these courses are intended for students who have 
had some previous experience (three to five years) of learning the language. 
Language ab initio (SL): the languages available are subject to demand, but include Arabic, italian, 
Japanese, mandarin and russian. these courses are for students who have no previous experience of 
learning the language they have chosen.
An ab initio language is also available as a ‘standalone’ course for any student, whether they are 
following the A level pathway or the ib.

GrouP 3 – iNDiviDuALS AND SocietieS
Subjects available: economics (hL/SL), Geography (hL/SL), history (hL/SL) or Philosophy (hL/SL)

GrouP 4 – exPerimeNtAL ScieNceS
Subjects available: Biology (hL/SL), chemistry (hL/SL), Physics (hL/SL) or environmental Systems 
and Societies (SL)

GrouP 5 – mAthemAticS
Subjects available: mathematics: Applications and interpretation (hL/SL) or mathematics: Analysis and 
Approaches (hL/SL)

GrouP 6 – the ArtS AND eLectiveS
the Arts: music (hL/SL), theatre (hL/SL), visual Arts (hL/SL)
electives from group 2, 3 or 4. typically, the following subjects are offered: chemistry (hL), economics 
(hL/SL), french (hL/SL) or history (hL/SL). 
these subjects have been chosen as the most commonly selected ‘electives’. if your preferred elective 
is not listed here, please contact the vice Principal Academic or the Director of Admissions who will 
discuss your options with you.
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Advanced Levels (A Levels) are linear, designed to be studied over two years with all examinations taken 
at the end of the taught course and grading is on an A* to e scale. each A Level course will be allocated 
approximately 300 hours of taught contact time over the two-year period.

the majority of pupils opt for either three or four A Level subjects (this number can only be extended if 
further mathematics is being considered). 

for pupils uncertain about which three A Levels to take, it is advisable to start with four with the view of 
dropping to three A Levels at some point during the Sixth form. in general, pupils are not entered for 
any examination for the dropped subject, but the knowledge and skills they acquire will be helpful and 
will give access to a broader education. careful consideration is given in the Sixth form regarding the 
best time to alter each pupil’s curriculum where this is appropriate, but examination entries should be 
confirmed before submission of ucAS applications, which is usually by the Autumn half term of Sfc2.

those opting for A Level mathematics and A Level further mathematics or A Level mathematics and
AS further mathematics are advised to study at least two additional full A Levels.

for many pupils, the optimum number to start with will be three A Levels as this will allow for wider 
reading and may provide more time to pursue other co-curricular and academic interests. Broader 
academic study is encouraged in the following ways:

– taking a fourth A Level subject, for the benefit of exposure to lessons and a delayed decision on 
whether or not to continue to the examination stage

– taking a standalone iB language ab initio, leading to the award of an iB subject certificate; see the iB 
group 2 section for further details 

– completing an extended Project either via a qualification route (ePq) or as a non-examined course.

 the extended Project qualification allows pupils to decide their own area of interest and set their own 
research parameters. A qualification that requires real dedication and independence, the ePq is an 
excellent bridge between the Sixth form and self-directed study at university and is highly regarded 
by universities. 

cUrricUlUm roUte tWo: aDvanceD levels 
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the following subjects are generally offered at A Level (subject to demand): 

A LeveLS

fine Art (Art and Design) 
Biology 
chemistry 
classics: Greek 
classics: Latin
computer Science
Drama and theatre 
economics 
english Literature 
Geography 
history 

history of Art 
mathematics
further mathematics (AS Level also available) 
modern foreign Language: french
modern foreign Language: German
modern foreign Language: italian
modern foreign Language: Spanish
modern foreign Language: mandarin chinese 
music 
Physics 
Politics 
religious Studies
 

Pupils wishing to pursue design technology in textiles, electronics or materials can achieve this through 
the realisation of an artefact as part of an extended Project.

english Language A Level is not offered. the english Literature A Level course is only appropriate for 
pupils who have previously studied english Literature at GcSe.

All modern foreign Languages follow the cambridge Pre-u syllabus. this is entirely compatible with A 
Levels in terms of application to higher education.

Pupils are encouraged to decide what is best for them. Some students like diversity in their choice of 
subjects, but many actually benefit from studying similar subjects where the skills overlap. 

if you have a particular career path in mind, you should discuss your subject choices first with your tutor 
and a member of the Professional Guidance centre. Subject advice is also available, if required, for any 
pupil new to college in the Sixth form; please contact the Director of Admissions who will put you in 
touch with the appropriate person to answer your query.

if your preferred subject choice or course is not available, please contact the vice Principal Academic 
(current pupils) or the Director of Admissions (new pupils) to discuss this. 

sKills for acaDemic learninG 

All students following the A Level route will undertake a Skills for Academic Learning course in the 
Autumn term of Sfc1.
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one of the main changes some of you will notice in the Sixth form is the number of ‘non-contact 
lessons’ on your timetable and these must be used effectively. each pupil is encouraged to become an 
independent student who has a love of learning, a passion for their subjects, determination, reliability and 
an enquiring, open mind. You will begin to take more responsibility for your own work, planning ahead 
to meet deadlines. You will need to read widely and in-depth to enhance your subject knowledge and to 
develop your understanding. You will be able to use the main Library with its vast range of books and 
electronic resources.  motivation and commitment from the outset are important attributes and, armed 
with these, you should enjoy your time in the Sixth form.

the Skills for Academic Learning course will equip you with the skills essential for academic study such 
as research, discursive writing, critical thinking and presentation skills. With an increased emphasis on 
independent learning these transferable skills are important regardless of your A Level choices, and are 
particularly important for success in academic study at a higher level after college. 

the areas covered include:
 – Note-taking
 – Academic honesty & referencing
 – effective research
 – Assessing the credibility of evidence and data

 – formulating arguments / reasoning
 – Writing in an academic style
 – Presentation skills

At the end of this course you will be given the opportunity to complete an extended Project 
qualification (ePq) on a topic of your choosing, At this point, you may decide to drop a fourth A Level 
to focus on an ePq. 

the ePq is an excellent opportunity for you to research an area of particular interest that might be 
connected to a degree course you are considering. the ePq provides the possibility for you to immerse 
yourself in self-directed study, prior to university, and is increasingly forming part of the university offers 
that students are given. Pupils not taking a formally assessed ePq will have the option of completing a 
non-examined college extended Project.

further details on the ePq can be found in the A Level subjects section.
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in the Sixth form, it is important to be self-disciplined; there is less direction from staff and you are 
expected to take the initiative, consolidating your learning and reading beyond the course material. to 
facilitate a self-disciplined approach, it is important that you are happy with the courses you are studying 
and that your overall workload is manageable. this is why the process of choosing the subjects that are 
right for you is so important.

Deciding between A Level or iB and then choosing your Sixth form subjects can seem a little daunting. 
there are many options to choose from and deciding which is right for you may not be straightforward. 
We do not give you predetermined options blocks for A Levels from which you must choose your 
subjects. We start with a blank canvas allowing you to choose your ideal subject combination. the 
options for iB are to some extent pre-determined by the nature of the groups; however, there is flexibility 
within each group.

We try to make the process as informed as possible, giving tailored guidance along the way, but the final 
decision is made by you. here are just a few of the example careers and degree courses our students go 
onto further study.

college prides itself that any subject combination should be possible within the Sixth form, but the best 
combination that is tailored to your needs is what matters. When considering your subjects you should 
strongly consider the following points:

 – enjoyment of the subject – do you want to study it for at least a further two years?
 – Playing to your strengths – we recommend choosing options where you expect to get high grades to 

help enable your career ambitions.
 – Keeping your options open – you may have a particular career or university course in mind which 

requires you to take particular subjects. A detailed breakdown of the requirements of popular careers 
and courses can be found in the Appendix. Degree courses which are not listed should be discussed 
with the Professional Guidance centre (PGc). information is subject to change and the ucAS 
website (www.ucas.ac.uk) ‘choosing a course’ facility is a useful and up-to-date resource.

GUiDance on sUBJect choices

http://www.ucas.ac.uk
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there is a considerable step up from GcSe to A Level / iB in terms of challenge. if you aspire to attain 
high level grades in a subject in the Sixth form, it is important that your knowledge and understanding 
are secure in that subject at GcSe to ensure a more effective transition.

Please note that international universities may have specific subject requirements which you may need to 
take into account if you would like to apply to universities outside the uK.

throughout upper college, there is a wealth of people here to guide you. Subject teachers, tutors, 
the head of upper college and the vice Principal Academic are all very willing to talk to you, and 
your parents, if you would like some support in considering combinations and options. the iB Diploma 
Programme co-ordinator will also meet you and your tutor if you are considering taking the iB Diploma 
Programme. in addition, the PGc offers a bespoke service to each of our pupils.

Who to ASK for ADvice

  

 

 

miss Jackie Adams
Vice Principal 

Academic

Dr David Gamblin
Head of  

Upper College and 
Assistant Head 

Academic

mrs rebecca revell
IBDP Co-ordinator

the PGc Staff

Your tutor Your subject teachers Your family Guild members

 if you are new to college, please talk to the Director of Admissions who will put you in contact 
with the right members of staff.

the options process can take considerable time. over the uc5 Autumn term, sessions are run which 
cover key aspects of the Sixth form. Speakers will brief you on ‘Life in the Sixth form’, the options 
process, ucAS, work experience, the international Baccalaureate Diploma Programme, applying to the 
uS and other competitive universities. furthermore, pupils are given short presentations by subjects 
which are new in the Sixth form (economics, Politics, history of Art and iB Philosophy) and taster 
lessons are run to give you a flavour of the subject.
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An important event in the process of choosing options is the annual Sixth form Day, held in october, 
which updates parents on the advice given to the pupils. it also gives both you and your parents the 
opportunity to visit departments  and discuss with teachers and Sixth form students any specific 
questions relating to your potential choices.

in addition, uc5 pupils will have the opportunity to take the Preview tests run by cambridge 
occupational Analysts (coA). these tests are used to create a profile of your ability, aptitude and 
personality. You will receive a detailed report following the test which includes suggestions to help you 
with your choice of A Level or iB subjects, higher education courses and careers. You will also have 
an interview with a member of coA in order to consider your plans, taking into consideration the 
recommendations of the report where applicable. 

imPortant Dates When choosinG yoUr sUBJects

curreNt cLc PuPiLS

 – tuesday 15th october 2019 
Sixth form Day for uc5 pupils and parents 

 – friday 29th November 2019 
Preliminary A Level and / or iB Diploma 
Programme choices to be given to tutors 

 – friday 31st January 2020 
choices to be confirmed with tutors 

 – friday 14th february 2020 
final choices discussed with parents at 
uc5 Parent teacher meeting

exterNAL APPLicANtS to coLLeGe

 – Please refer to the entry Booklet available 
on the cLc website or contact the Director 
of Admissions.

once we have your initial choices, the subjects are then arranged into timetabled option blocks to 
accommodate as many of your chosen combinations as possible. By Spring half term (after the uc5 
Parent-teacher meeting), the blocks are fixed based on your chosen combinations. if you change your 
mind after this, it may not be possible for you to take your newly preferred combination of subjects.

We are confident that the vast majority of pupils will be able to study their chosen combination of 
subjects at A Level or iB. however, owing to timetabling constraints a small number of pupils may find 
their chosen combination impossible. in this instance, you should discuss your options with miss Adams, 
vice Principal Academic. Advice will be given to those who need to choose an alternative course.
A course may not run if fewer than four pupils opt for the subject.

Any requests to change subjects after these deadlines should be discussed with the head of upper 
college and then agreed with the vice Principal Academic, as it is necessary to make sure that the 
proposed change is possible with regard to numbers in sets and timetabled blocks.
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internAtionAl 
bACCAlAureAte 

diplomA 
progrAmme 

SubJeCtS
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core elements 

the core, composed of the extended essay (ee), theory of Knowledge (toK) and creativity, Activity, 
Service (cAS), is central to the iB Diploma Programme. the three components develop key skills, which 
will enable students to live and work in an increasingly complex, interconnected and global world.

the emphasis is on independent enquiry, thinking skills and practical engagement. the students are 
encouraged to reflect regularly on their work using three forms of reflection: procedural, critical and 
affective. these form a key part of the assessment of the core.

in the Summer term of Sfc1, all iB students have a week off timetable to work collaboratively on the 
Group 4 Project (part of the science course), to undertake independent research for the extended essay 
and to visit oxford for a practical theory of Knowledge day.
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iB core: the eXtenDeD essay (ee) 

What is the eXtenDeD essay?

the extended essay is an in-depth study of a topic chosen by the student from one of the approved 
Diploma Programme subjects. it is compulsory for all iB students. under the guidance of a supervisor 
from the teaching staff, it is an opportunity to undertake independent research and to produce a formal, 
structured piece of writing with a maximum of 4,000 words.

through their enthusiasm for a particular topic, it allows students to demonstrate depth of knowledge 
and understanding and to develop high-level research skills, independent thought and creativity. it also 
gives them the opportunity to experience the excitement of intellectual discovery.

examples of recent essay titles are:
 – how effectively does the Body Shop practise price discrimination between online and high street 

retail outlets?
 – how convincing are chinese interpretations of the Nanking massacre?
 – to what extent does feature film influence the perception of history and why does it matter? With 

particular reference to James cameron’s depiction of the titanic.
 – What evidence of mudejar architecture is shown in the royal Alcazar of Seville, Southern Spain?
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 – how does Jane Austen employ setting to control how the reader perceives relationships in ‘Sense 
and Sensibility’ and ‘emma’?

 – to what extent has the rise in popularity of veganism in the uSA since the 1960s been due to a 
growing belief in its health benefits?”

 – “the decline of the Byzantine empire was the most significant cause of the first crusade.” Assess 
the validity of this view

 – how has the Scandinavian gene mutation of europe and the malarial gene mutation of Africa 
affected the global spread of hiv?

At key moments during the planning, researching and writing of the extended essay, students reflect 
formally on the process and outcomes of their work (procedural reflection).

As part of the preparation for the ee, students have a day out at the university of the West of england’s 
main Library in Bristol where they are able to access all of the facilities, including online journals and 
resources normally only available to university students. this gives them the opportunity to explore a 
modern well-equipped university library and to access valuable resources for their ee.

assessment 

externally marked.

focus and 
method

Knowledge and 
understanding

critical 
thinking

Presentation engagement total

6 6 12 4 6 34

sfc enrichment

Sessions on research, writing in an academic style and referencing, a visit to a university library in Bristol 
and the extended essay week.

career oPPortUnities

the extended essay prepares students for independent study at higher education institutions.

fUrther Details

Specification: click here

https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/extended-essay-brief-2016-en.pdf
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iB core: theory of KnoWleDGe (toK) 

What is theory of KnoWleDGe?

theory of Knowledge is key to developing students’ thinking skills, enabling them to think authoritatively, 
critically and differently. it is designed to promote critical reflection on how knowledge is acquired and 
understood and to enable students to consider different perspectives.

An interdisciplinary approach to learning is taken throughout the course with students being encouraged 
to reflect on the connections between knowledge in different Diploma subjects as well as in their 
own interests and activities. toK aims to foster a fascination with the richness of knowledge and an 
understanding of how it can be critically examined. Students reflect on and share their own experiences 
in their learning community as well as those of others, thereby developing into engaged and critical 
lifelong learners.

Students are also required to reflect formally, during the process of writing the essay, on their 
understanding of and their own engagement with the prescribed title (critical reflection). in the Summer 
term of Sfc1, students visit the Ashmolean and Pitt rivers museums in oxford and experience a 
guided walk through the city. they are given topics to explore through a toK lens and are able to use 
this experience as a foundation for their assessments.
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content of coUrse

the course consists of a core theme, optional themes and five areas of knowledge:

core theme: Knowledge and the Knower
 me as a knower and a thinker
 What shapes my perspective?
 Where do our values come from?
 how can we navigate the world?
 how can we tell when we are being manipulated?

optional themes: two are studied
 Knowledge and technology
 Knowledge and language
 Knowledge and indigenous societies
 Knowledge and politics
 Knowledge and religion

Areas of Knowledge
 history
 the human Sciences
 the Natural Sciences
 mathematics
 the Arts

assessment 

Assessment consists of one external and one internal assessment.

the external assessment requires applicants to complete a 1,600 word essay in response to one of six 
prescribed titles which are presented as knowledge questions, rooted in the Areas of Knowledge. 

the internal assessment will require students to create an exhibition of three objects, or images of 
objects, which show how theory of Knowledge manifests in the real world. the exhibition will be based 
on one of 35 prompts provided by the iB and can take a variety of forms.

fUrther Details

Specification: click here 

https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/core_tok.pdf
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iB core: creativity, activity, service (cas) 

What is creativity, activity, service?

cAS is the process of experiential learning where students learn by doing and by reflecting upon what 
they have done in terms of critical, procedural and affective reflection. the dominant form of reflection 
being affective, where students consider their feelings in response to their experiences, supporting the 
development of their emotional intelligence and international mindedness. cAS is a journey of discovery 
that will enhance students’ personal and interpersonal development. for many, cAS is profound and 
life-changing. Students create a discrete programme according to their interests, skills and values. cAS 
provides opportunities for self-determination, collaboration, accomplishment and enjoyment.

cAS stands for:

creAtivitY: exploring and extending ideas leading to an original or interpretive product or 
performance. for example, participation in music, art or drama.

ActivitY: physical exertion contributing to a healthy lifestyle. for example, participation in the wide 
range of sports that cLc offers.
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Service: collaborative and reciprocal engagement with the community in response to an authentic 
need. for example, participation in service to the local cheltenham community, such as visiting the 
elderly, volunteering in primary schools, supporting disabled adults and children, cooking breakfast at the 
homeless shelter or volunteering at the animal sanctuary.

cAS enables students to maximise their learning from the extensive range of enrichment opportunities 
available to them at cLc by formalising their experiences through the structure of the cAS framework:

assessment 

over the course of their iB Diploma, students will compile a cAS Portfolio consisting of their ongoing 
reflection against the following seven learning outcomes: 

1. identify strengths and develop areas for growth 
2. Demonstrate that challenges have been undertaken, developing new skills in the process 
3. Demonstrate how to initiate and plan a cAS experience 
4. Show commitment to and perseverance in cAS experiences 
5. Demonstrate the skills and recognise the benefits of working collaboratively 
6. Demonstrate engagement with issues of global significance 
7. recognise and consider the ethics of choices and actions 

fUrther Details

Specification: click here 

https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/cas-2016-english-1st-final-web.pdf
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iB GroUP 1: enGlish literatUre 
hiGher level or stanDarD level

Why stUDy enGlish literatUre?

Students will study a broad range of english literature, gaining a wide understanding of poetry, prose 
and drama from across different time periods and places. Not only will students develop the analytical 
skills they gained at GcSe but also learn how to construct an argument in response to previously unseen 
texts. the course also contains elements of oral assessment which allow students to develop their ability 
to discuss and debate their conceptual and personal interpretations of texts, skills which are vital for 
university.

content of coUrse

Students will study a range of literary texts from different time periods and places. these may include 
poetry, plays, prose, non-fiction and graphic novels. they will also have the opportunity to study texts 
originally written in other languages and translated into english. higher Level students will study a total 
of 13 texts throughout the course, while Standard Level will study 9 texts. each student will complete a 
learner portfolio which enables them to record their responses to literature in a variety of ways, enriching 
their understanding gained in lessons through personal reflection. Students will be assessed through a 
combination of external exams, oral assessment and for higher Level students, written coursework.
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assessment 

component hL SL
Paper 1: guided literary analysis of unseen texts 2hrs 15mins

35%
1hr 15mins
35%

Paper 2: comparison of texts from literary genres 1hr 45mins
25%

1hr 45mins
35%

individual oral: exploration of a global issue in studied 
text

15mins
20%

15mins
30%

higher Level essay 1200-1500 words
20%

sfc enrichment 

fanthorpe Society, Sfc Book club, National theatre New voices scriptwriting and trips to the theatre 
and the cheltenham Literature festival.

career oPPortUnities 

career opportunities for english students occur in many fields including law, journalism, publishing, 
advertising, public relations, marketing, education and business.

fUrther Details

Specification: SL brief / hL brief

https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/1_languagea_sl_2011.pdf
https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/1_languagea_hl_2011.pdf
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iB GroUP 2: lanGUaGe B 
 
hiGher level or stanDarD level: french, German, italian, manDarin 
chinese or sPanish 
 
stanDarD level lanGUaGe ab initio: araBic, italian, JaPanese, manDarin 
chinese or rUssian

Why stUDy a seconD lanGUaGe alonGsiDe enGlish?

it is a requirement of the programme that students study at least one subject from Group 2. the main 
emphasis of the modern language courses is on the acquisition and use of language in a range of 
contexts and for different purposes while, at the same time, promoting an understanding of another 
culture through the study of its language.

lanGUaGe ab initio (sl only)

coNteNt of courSe: the course is organised into five prescribed themes: identities, experiences, 
human ingenuity, social organisation, sharing the plane. each theme comprises a list of topics that 
provide students with opportunities to practise and explore the language and to develop inter-cultural 
understanding. through the development of receptive, productive and interactive skills, students 
develop the ability to respond and interact appropriately in a defined range of everyday situations.
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ASSeSSmeNt AB InITIo 

component Length Weighting
Paper 1 Productive Skills - Writing 1hr 25%
Paper 2 receptive Skills - Listening and reading 1hr 45mins 50%
internal Assessments: Speaking 15mins 25%

lanGUaGe B (hl anD sl)

coNteNt of courSe: these are language acquisition courses for students with some previous 
experience of learning the language. While studying the language, students also explore the culture 
connected with it. the recommended teaching hours, the syllabus coverage, the required study of 
literature at hL, and the level of difficulty within the assessment tasks and criteria differentiate the 
higher and Standard levels. the range of purposes and situations for using language in the language B 
courses extends well beyond those for Language ab initio. the course is also organised into five themes: 
identities, experiences, human ingenuity, social organisation, sharing the planet.

ASSeSSmeNt STAnDARD LEVEL 

component Length Weighting
Paper 1 Productive Skills - Writing 1hr 15mins 25%
Paper 2 receptive Skills - Listening and reading 1hr 45mins 50%
internal Assessments: Speaking 15mins 25%

ASSeSSmeNt HIGHER LEVEL 

component Length Weighting
Paper 1 Productive Skills - Writing 1hr 30mins 25%
Paper 2 receptive Skills - Listening and reading 2hrs 50%
internal Assessments: Speaking 15mins 25%

sfc enrichment 

Linguistics club, Linguistics olympiad, translation and interpreting workshop, essay competitions, work 
experience placement abroad, weekly conversation lessons with native foreign Language Assistants, 
foreign films, tv series, reading.

career oPPortUnities 

for some jobs, such as translating, interpreting and language teaching, language skills are essential. 
however, having a foreign language is an enormous asset and helps candidates stand out in many other 
careers, including the fields of engineering, medicine, politics and business. there is an acute shortage 
of linguists in the uK and for this reason, speaking a foreign language makes students highly desirable to 
employers.

fUrther Details

Specification: SL & hL brief / SL Ab initio brief

https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/lang-b-2018-en.pdf
https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/lang-ab-initio-2018-en.pdf
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iB GroUP 3: economics 
stanDarD level anD hiGher level

Why stUDy economics?

economics is essentially about the concept of scarcity and the problem of resource allocation. the 
iB course emphasises the theories of microeconomics, which deal with economic variables affecting 
individuals, firms and markets, and the theories of macroeconomics, which explores economic variables 
affecting countries, governments and societies. A key objective of the course is to promote an 
understanding of how economic theory can be applied in an international context and the important role 
it has to play in promoting international co-operation and mutual understanding because of its focus on 
global issues. Prominent among these issues are fluctuations in economic activity, international trade, 
economic development and environmental sustainability.
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content of coUrse

the same modules are covered at both Standard and higher Level, with hL students undertaking a 
broader and more detailed analysis of those issues covered by the SL students.
Section 1: microeconomics
Section 2: macroeconomics
Section 3: international economics
Section 4: Development economics

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. microeconomics and macroeconomics (essay paper) 1hr 30mins 40% SL

30% hL
2. international and development economics (Data response paper) 1hr 30mins 40% SL

30% hL
3. hL extension Paper, covering all four areas of the syllabus 1hr 20% hL
internal Assessment: Students produce a portfolio of three 
commentaries, based on different sections of the syllabus

20hrs teaching 
time

20% SL
20% hL

sfc enrichment 

economics Society, Young enterprise, BASe competition, ieA / reS / tutor2u / corpus christi essay 
competitions, Andrew morgan Global 78 internships and the Athena Ko economics Prize.

career oPPortUnities 

economics is a suitable subject to complement Science, Social Science and / or Arts subjects. combined 
with subjects such as mathematics and Physics it can lead into engineering. in the present climate, 
combined with Languages, economics also provides an excellent base for those looking to work abroad 
or in a company which has international links. it is a valuable starting point for further study and work in 
the field of business, accountancy, banking and finance, government and diplomatic service, and law.

fUrther Details

Specification: SL brief / hL brief

https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/economics-sl-2016-english-final-web.pdf
https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/economics-hl-2016-english-final-web.pdf
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iB GroUP 3: GeoGraPhy 
hiGher level anD stanDarD level

Why stUDy GeoGraPhy?

in a time of intense climate change, extreme weather conditions, natural disasters, terrorist attacks across 
the world, conflicts in the middle east and Africa, and the recent global economic crisis, Geography is 
becoming increasingly important and relevant as a subject.

Geography allows those who study it to bridge the two concepts of human behaviour and the natural 
world by investigating the causation between them. As a subject, it can take you across the world on 
fieldwork and will allow you to look at the causes, impacts and solutions to some of the world’s most 
pressing issues found on our dynamic planet.
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content of coUrse

Students study a wide range of topics based on geographical themes and perspectives. Within the 
geographical themes section, they will study the Geography of food and health and freshwater 
environments. Students will develop their understanding of processes, places, power and geographical 
possibilities. they will additionally gain understanding of more specialised concepts such as diffusion and 
barriers, hierarchies, systems and sustainability. 

Students also study geographical perspectives; this core theme provides an overview of the geographic 
foundation for the key global issues of our time. topics studied include issues of global change, such as 
population distribution, global climate and global resource consumption and security. the content is 
underpinned by the four key concepts of the course: places, power, processes and possibilities. higher 
Level students study a further topic on global interactions as well as an additional option topic of 
extreme environments.

finally, all students (SL and hL) carry out a fieldwork investigation known as the internal Assessment, 
which is a written report of 2,500 words. it enables students to demonstrate the application of their skills 
and knowledge.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
Geographic themes 1hr 30mins SL / 2hrs 15mins hL 35% SL / 35% hL
Geographic perspectives – global change 1hr 15mins SL / 1hr 15mins hL 40% SL / 25% hL
Geographical perspectives – global 
interactions (hL only)

1hr hL 20% hL

independent investigation fieldwork Non-examined 25% SL / 20% hL

sfc enrichment 

environmental Society, international Society and a compulsory five-day residential trip to Nettlecombe 
field Studies centre. 

career oPPortUnities 

Geography bridges the gap between the sciences and arts. Geographers are highly regarded in the 
world of work for the many transferable skills that they develop. Studying Geography enables students 
to follow a wide range of university courses including medical, legal, environmental, educational and 
financial and are constantly topping lists as the most employable university graduates. 

fUrther Details

Specification: SL & hL brief

https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/geography-sl-hl-2017-en.pdf
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iB GroUP 3: history 
hiGher level anD stanDarD level

Why stUDy history?

the study of history, of whatever period, gives a sense of perspective and teaches important analytical 
skills. Students of history have a better understanding of the present and will have expanded their own 
cultural literacy through the in-depth study of a period in the past. they should emerge from their iB 
better able to write analytically and debate with confidence. 

content of coUrse

the course fosters an understanding of major historical events in a global context and promotes 
international and inter-cultural awareness. there is an emphasis on the development of historical skills 
and students are encouraged to engage with the past through the study of primary historical sources and 
the work of historians. the course covers political, social, economic and cultural developments and the 
inter-relationship between them.
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Standard Level and higher Level students will make an in-depth study of some key developments in 
20th century world history, while at higher Level they will also examine aspects of the history of europe 
from the mid-17th century to the 20th century. 

the SL topics (also studied by hL students) are: the civil rights movement in the united States (1954-
1965), Apartheid in South Africa (1948-1964), Authoritarian States (mao, Lenin, Stalin and mussolini), 
the cold War. the hL topics (only studied by hL students) are: Absolutism and enlightenment 1650-
1800, the french revolution and Napoleon 1774-1815 and imperial and communist russia 1855-1924. 
Both SL and hL students undertake a personal historical investigation (iA).

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. Source-based paper 1hr 30% (SL) / 20% (hL)

2. essay paper 1hr 30mins 45% (SL) / 25% (hL)

3. essay paper – hL only 2hrs 30mins 35% (hL)
4. internal Assessment (iA) 25% (SL) / 20% (hL)

sfc enrichment 

history Society, cheltenham Literature festival talks, Saturday lectures, possible trip to Paris to support 
the study of the french revolution and lecture days delivered by university lecturers.

career oPPortUnities 

iB Diploma holders with history are well regarded by universities and employers and most use the critical 
skills they have gained from their study of history in a wide range of employment areas such as business, 
management, the law, journalism, politics, the civil Service and the public services.

fUrther Details

Specification: SL brief / hL brief

https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/history-sl-2016-english-final-web-updated.pdf
https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/history-hl-2016-english-final-web-updated.pdf
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iB GroUP 3: PhilosoPhy 
hiGher level anD stanDarD level

Why stUDy PhilosoPhy?

this course requires intellectual rigour and a critical mind. its focus is on doing philosophy, which requires 
examination of scholarly ideas and texts, but also a consideration of personal bias and the drawing of 
one’s own conclusions. careful analysis of argument and close reading are emphasised.

content of coUrse

Students learn to appreciate the ideas of established philosophers, while being encouraged to develop 
their personal ideas. it also involves an in-depth study of a philosophical text: Plato’s Republic. other 
topics to be studied include: issues of self-identity and ethics, including consideration of various ethical 
principles and their application to practical issues. these include Biomedical ethics and the environment.

higher Level students will also study Philosophy of religion, including consideration of the key 
arguments for and against the existence of God.
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assessment 

StANDArD LeveL
component Length Weighting
core paper: Stimulus question, ethics 1hr 45mins 50%
Plato’s Republic: one question, parts a + b 1hr 25%
internal Assessment: reflection based on a stimulus 25%

hiGher LeveL
component Length Weighting
core paper: Stimulus question, ethics, Philosophy of religion 2hrs 30mins 40%
Plato’s Republic: one question, parts a + b 1hr 20%
unseen text: response to an extract 20%
internal Assessment: reflection based on a stimulus 20%

sfc enrichment 

Bi-termly Philosophy Society and the annual Gloucestershire religion, Philosophy and ethics 
conference in february. there is also a Philosophy Book club led by students. 

career oPPortUnities 

Philosophy lends itself to a wide range of degree courses and careers including law, journalism, education 
and politics, as well as philosophy and theology. those wishing to study medicine may find the ethics 
components helpful.

fUrther Details

Specification: SL brief / hL brief

https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/philosophysl2016englishw.pdf
https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/philosophyhl2016englishw.pdf
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iB GroUP 4: BioloGy 
stanDarD level anD hiGher level

Why stUDy BioloGy?

Biology is the study of all living things, from microscopic organisms up to the largest life forms we know. 
it is important to know how living things work, because humans are living things. Knowing about biology 
helps you understand how your own body works and how it fights disease. it is also important to be able 
to understand how different living things use different ways to do the same things, like releasing energy, 
eating and moving. 

content of coUrse

iB Biology has a common core of six topics for both higher and Standard Level. these cover cell 
biology, molecular biology, genetics, ecology, evolution and biodiversity and human physiology. topics 7 
to 11 are covered by hL only. these topics are nucleic acids, metabolism, plant biology, inheritance and 
animal physiology. Both SL and hL student also study a human physiology option.
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Both SL and hL students need to complete an individual investigation as their internal Assessment 
component of the course. the students plan an ecology-based experiment, which they then conduct at 
margam Park Discovery centre, South Wales, in the may of Sfc1.

All students will participate in the Group 4 Project – an interdisciplinary activity in which all Group 4 
students analyse a topic or problem, which will enable them to appreciate the environmental, social and 
ethical implications of science.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
multiple choice 45mins SL

1hr hL
20% SL 
20% hL

Data analysis, short answer and long answer response 1hr 15min SL
2hrs 15mins hL

40% SL
36% hL

experimental skills and human physiology option 1hr SL
1hr 15mins hL

20% SL 
24% hL

internal assessment: individual investigation 20% SL 
20% hL

sfc enrichment 

Biology Week activities in october, Biology olympiad in march, medical Society for potential medics, 
dentists  and vets, university classes for those applying to study Biological Sciences at university in the 
summer, Dissection club in Sfc2, and a residential ecology field course in may of Sfc1. 

career oPPortUnities 

there has never been a more exciting time to be a biologist as the life sciences are central to everyone’s 
life. Biologists frequently work with chemists and Physicists to contribute to improvements in tomorrow’s 
world in health, sport, medicine, conservation and the food industry to name a few. 

fUrther Details

Specification: SL brief / hL brief

https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/biologysl2016englishw.pdf
https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/biologyhl2016englishw.pdf
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iB GroUP 4: chemistry 
hiGher level anD stanDarD level

Why stUDy chemistry?

Students will gain knowledge and an understanding of fundamental chemical concepts in order to 
explain aspects of contemporary chemistry. Students discover how chemistry works in both academia 
and industry, and will begin to understand the physical world around them at the molecular level. 

content of coUrse

iB chemistry has a common core for both hL and SL, covering 11 topics of physical, organic and 
inorganic chemistry. Students look at the properties of the atom and outline the nature of various types 
of bonding and structure, leading into the study of the periodic table. Students will investigate the 
importance of energy changes and kinetics in chemical reactions and then apply the unifying concept 
of chemical equilibrium to acid-base and redox reactions. carbon chemistry is introduced through 
the study of the hydrocarbons followed by alcohols and haloalkanes. this organic topic allows for the 
introduction of modern analytical techniques. 
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the higher Level course gives the student an opportunity to study these core aspects in greater detail, 
expanding on each of the topics met and demanding a greater academic appreciation of the subject 
matter. in addition to this, a single option is studied. Students have the choice of taking either materials, 
Biochemistry, energy or medicinal chemistry. 

All students must undertake an independent research investigation (internally assessed). internal 
assessment is an integral part of the course and is compulsory for both SL and hL students. it enables 
students to demonstrate the application of their skills and knowledge, and to pursue their personal 
interests, without the time limitations and other constraints that are associated with written examinations. 
All students will participate in the Group 4 Project – an interdisciplinary activity in which all Group 4 
students analyse a topic or problem, which will enable them to appreciate the environmental, social and 
ethical implications of science.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. multiple choice 45mins SL / 1hr hL 80% combined
2. Long answer 1hr 15mins SL / 2hr 15mins hL
3. Data analysis and option 1hr SL / 1hr 15mins hL
internal assessment: Practical coursework 20%

sfc enrichment 

chemistry club, olympiads, c3L6, outreach to Bristol, chemistry conference, extension Practical 
club and Saturday lectures.

career oPPortUnities 

career opportunities for chemistry students occur in many fields including education, business, 
accountancy, science, engineering, medicine, dentistry, veterinary science and materials science. Well 
qualified chemists are also in high demand in a wide range of other careers.

fUrther Details

Specification: SL brief / hL brief

https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/chemistrysl2016englishw.pdf
https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/chemistryhl2016englishw.pdf
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iB GroUP 4: Physics 
hiGher level anD stanDarD level

Why stUDy Physics?

Physics is crucial to understanding how the world around us works, from light bulbs and driverless cars to 
brains; from earthquakes and tsunamis to leptons, quarks and quasars. from the prosaic to the profound. 
Physics helps us to see the connections between seemingly disparate phenomenon. Physics gives us 
powerful tools to help us to express creativity. it provides quantitative and analytical skills needed for 
analysing data and solving problems in the field of science, engineering and medicine as well as in 
economics, finance and law.

content of coUrse

this course aims to explain the basic features of the natural world primarily in terms of the interaction 
between matter and energy. iB Physics has a common core for both higher and Standard Level so 
all students will study the following core topics: measurement and uncertainties, mechanics, thermal 
physics, waves, electromagnetism and magnetism, circular motion and gravitation, atomic, nuclear and 
particle physics and energy production. 
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higher Level students will also study the additional higher Level topics of: wave phenomena, fields, 
electromagnetic induction and quantum and nuclear physics. in addition to this, a single option is studied 
by both SL and hL students. 

Practical work will be an integral and important component of the course. All students must undertake an 
independent investigation (internally assessed). internal assessment is compulsory for both SL and hL 
students. it enables students to demonstrate the application of their scientific skills and knowledge, and 
to pursue their personal interests, without the time limitations and other constraints that are associated 
with written examinations. All students must participate in the Group 4 Project – an interdisciplinary 
activity in which all iB students analyse a topic or problem which will enable them to appreciate the 
environmental, social and ethical implications of science.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. multiple choice 1hr hL

45mins SL
20% hL and SL

2. Short-answer and extended-response questions on core and 
AhL topics.

2hrs 15mins hL
1hr 15mins SL

36% hL 
40% SL

3. Section A - data-based question and short-answer questions 
on experimental work. Section B - short-answer and extended-
response questions from option topic. 

1hr 15mins hL 
1hr SL

24% hL
20% SL

internal assessment: individual investigation 20% hL and SL

sfc enrichment 

Starlab, olympiads, Armchair Physics engineering education Scheme and Physics Week Activities.

career oPPortUnities 

medical, engineering, scientific, ict, financial, architectural, educational, environmental and many more 
careers are open to Physics students.

fUrther Details

Specification: SL brief / hL brief

https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/physicssl2016englishw.pdf
https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/physicshl2016englishw.pdf
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iB GroUP 4: environmental systems  
anD societies 
stanDarD level only

Why stUDy environmental systems anD societies?

eSS is a complex course, requiring a diverse set of skills from its students. it is firmly grounded in both a 
scientific exploration of environmental systems in their structure and function, and in the exploration of 
cultural, economic, ethical, political, and social interactions of societies with the environment. As a result 
of studying this course, students will become equipped with the ability to recognise and evaluate the 
impact of our complex system of societies on the natural world. the interdisciplinary nature of the course 
requires a broad skill set from students and includes the ability to perform research and investigations 
and to participate in philosophical discussion. the course requires a systems approach to environmental 
understanding and problem solving, and promotes holistic thinking about environmental issues. 
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content of coUrse

A two-year trans-disciplinary course encompassing topics from 
Biology and Geography. this course introduces you to some big 
environmental issues facing humans and the world that we inhabit. 
our actions within the environment are considered and the different 
viewpoints to potential solutions are considered. the maxim ‘think 
globally; act locally’ is a driver of this course.

topics such as ecosystems, Biodiversity, Water, Soil, Atmosphere, 
climate change, Population Dynamics and resources are 
considered from both the biological and human perspectives, on 
both a local and global scale. Attendance at the Biology field trip in June of the first year is compulsory. 
internal assessment coursework practical work will be carried out during the summer term of Sfc1. 

assessment 

component Length Weighting
case Study Approach  1hr 25%
Short answers and structured essays 2hrs 50%
internal Assessment: 2,250-word guideline 10hrs 25%
Practical Scheme of Work: integrated throughout the course 20hrs 0% (compulsory but 

not examined)

sfc enrichment 

environment Society and a residential field trip to margam Park Discovery centre, South Wales, in June 
of Sfc1.

career oPPortUnities 

the environmental Systems and Societies course provides an excellent grounding in skills of observation, 
analysis and evaluation. the content makes it a suitable foundation for a variety of careers based on 
Geography, Biology, ecology and the environment or for research/teaching posts. 

fUrther Details

Specification: SL brief

https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/envyr-systems-2016-english-final-web.pdf
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iB GroUP 5: mathematics 
hiGher anD stanDarD level

Why stUDy mathematics?

for employers and universities alike, critical thinking in mathematics is becoming an increasingly valued 
skill, especially as technology advances make some traditional skills redundant.

critical thinking, in the context of mathematical learning, is the ability to recognise where the subject 
can be used. it equips students with the ability to understand and synthesise technical documents,  
apply relevant mathematical approaches to familiar and unfamiliar situations, structure logical 
arguments, be risk aware, understand that technology and mathematics can go hand-in-hand, and 
interpret the meaning and relevance of solutions. these are all becoming increasingly important and 
sought-after skills.

how does dp mathematics address this?
DP mathematics focuses on developing the skills of analysis, abstraction and generalisation, risk 
awareness and statistical literacy, algorithmic thinking, modelling and inquiry. two mathematical subjects/
routes have been designed that will each be offered at Standard Level (SL) and higher Level (hL):
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1. mathematics: Analysis and Approaches (AA) is offered at both SL and hL. it is designed 
for students who enjoy developing their mathematics to become fluent in the construction of 
mathematical arguments and develop strong skills in mathematical thinking. they will explore real and 
abstract applications, sometimes with technology, and will enjoy the thrill of mathematical problem 
solving and generalisation.

 StANDArD LeveL (SL): this course caters for students who anticipate a need for a sound 
mathematical background in preparation for their future studies. Students opting for this course are 
likely to be thinking of going on to study courses at degree level with a significant mathematical 
content, for example, economics, Geography, Psychology, and Business Administration.

 hiGher LeveL (hL): this course caters for students with an excellent background in mathematics, 
having got to grips with the more challenging parts of (i)GcSe and preferably the Additional 
mathematics course. Students opting for higher Level mathematics will often be expecting to include 
mathematics as a major component of their university studies, either as a subject in its own right  or 
within  subjects such as Physics, engineering, computing and chemistry. Some economics courses 
will also require hL mathematics.

2. mathematics: Applications and interpretation (Ai) is offered at both SL and hL for students 
who are interested in developing their mathematics for describing our world, modelling and solving 
practical problems using the power of technology. Students who take mathematics: Applications and 
interpretation will be those who enjoy mathematics best when seen in a practical context.

 StANDArD LeveL (SL): this course aims to build confidence and encourage an appreciation of 
mathematics in students who do not anticipate a need for mathematics in their future studies.

 hiGher LeveL (hL): this course is intended to meet the needs of students whose interest in 
mathematics is more practical than theoretical but seek more challenging content than SL.

assessment 

Paper marks Length Weighting
Paper 1 non-calc AA, calc Ai* 110 2hrs 30%
Paper 2 calc* 110 2hrs 30%
Paper 3 55 1hr 20%
internal Assessment 20%

Paper marks Length Weighting
Paper 1 non-calc AA, calc Ai* 80 90mins 40%
Paper 2 calc* 80 90mins 40%
internal Assessment 20%

hiGher LeveL (hL)

StANDArD LeveL (SL)

*Calc = calculator allowed in exam / non-Calc = no calculator allowed in exam
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sfc enrichment 

Senior mathematics challenge, code Breaking club, helplines and university classes including mAt  
and SteP.

career oPPortUnities 

higher Level mathematics is a requirement for most courses in computing, engineering, mathematics, 
Physics and for many courses in economics and Architecture. many others, such as Psychology, 
Accountancy, Business Studies, include some mathematics. You should seek careful advice from the 
PGc / mathematics department about embarking on the right level of mathematics for your ability and 
chosen career path. 

fUrther Details

Specification: SL & hL mathematics: analysis and approaches / 
           SL & hL mathematics: applications and interpretation

https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/subject-brief-dp-math-analysis-and-approaches-en.pdf
https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/subject-brief-dp-math-applications-and-interpretations-en.pdf
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iB GroUP 6: mUsic 
hiGher level anD stanDarD level

Why stUDy mUsic?

music is a unique and challenging subject. As a music student, you will be guided to combine emotion 
with intellect as you learn this language and craft your own responses through performance and 
composition. the ability to combine creative thought with reasoned arguments, backed up with strong 
evidence, is one of many facets this course offers, and one which universities (and employers) look for in 
their applicants. A study of music at Sfc level is certain to foster a lifelong love of music in all its forms.
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content of coUrse

Students will study music from many varied cultures from around the globe, including an analysis of 
the folk music of specific countries, the modern fusion of styles between cultures and the varied roles 
and functions of music throughout the world. this study will be linked to the development of Western 
Art music from 16th century to the present day. Learning will be tested via a listening examination and 
written responses. in studying for the examination, students will learn to analyse extracts heard aurally via 
their melodic and harmonic construction, via their structure and phrasing, via their varied instrumental 
techniques and textures and via their historical or cultural milieu.

Performing and composing will be linked, wherever possible, to students’ historical/cultural studies and 
their musical investigation. At Standard Level, there will be a choice between Performing and creating.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
Listening and Appraising: questions on prescribed works and 
unfamiliar pieces

2hrs SL 
2hrs 30mins hL

30%

musical Links: investigation into two contrasting musical cultures 2,000 words 20%
creating*: two pieces of composition coursework at SL; three at hL each composition 

3-6mins in length
25%

Performing*: recording(s) selected from public performance(s) 15mins SL 
20mins hL

25%

*choice of creating or Performing at SL – worth 50% weighting

sfc enrichment 

A wealth of opportunities are available for Sfc musicians including access to our range of ensembles 
(including choirs), concert trips, links with cheltenham Jazz and music festivals, involvement in college 
musicals, use of the recording studio, community links programmes, college concerts… and much more!

career oPPortUnities 

the disciplines developed through an academic study of music underpin both musical and non-musical 
careers and are well regarded by universities and employers alike. Potential careers include the music 
industry, arts industry, performing, academia, teaching or composing (including film, theatre and 
television). Graduates of music have also gone to become barristers, accountants, lawyers and doctors.

fUrther Details

Specification: SL brief / hL brief

https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/music-brief-sl-en.pdf
https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/music-brief-hl-en.pdf
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iB GroUP 6: theatre 
hiGher level or stanDarD level

Why stUDy theatre?

this is a course with a great deal of practical work but also a firm academic basis. if you enjoy watching 
plays and taking part in them then you will find this course offers you the opportunity to learn a great 
deal more about different styles of theatre and ways of performing. there is a strong emphasis on 
research, and you will be encouraged to do considerable amounts of reading as well as going on theatre 
visits. there will be opportunities to learn about design and technical skills in addition to acting and 
directing. 
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content of coUrse

the course begins with an introduction to a major theorist and students will create their own responses 
to the ideas which they encounter. theatre trips in the first year will aim to expose students to a wide 
range of performance styles including some international theatre forms. from midway through the first 
year, students begin work on the four assessment tasks, beginning with the Solo Project (hL only) and 
the collaborative Project. these both involve performances and substantial written research elements.

in the second year of the course, students complete a research Presentation into an unfamiliar form of 
theatre, and write a Director’s Notebook on a play of their choice. 

in both years of the course there will be opportunities to take part in theatre visits and workshops, both 
locally in cheltenham and further afield. recent trips have been to student conferences at the National 
theatre in London and to the royal Shakespeare company in Stratford.

assessment 

there is no written examination. the four coursework tasks (three for SL) are the only assessment, with 
the collaborative Project being assessed internally and the remainder being assessed externally.

sfc enrichment 

Pupils have many opportunities to take part in co-curricular drama. every year there are a variety 
of productions, which they can audition to take part in. the Sfc1 pupils stage an annual open-air 
Shakespeare production, directed by the pupils themselves. there is a very active tech club and pupils 
can learn to use the state-of-the-art equipment in the Parabola Arts centre theatre. cLc has taken 
many productions to the edinburgh fringe festival. many pupils choose to take extra-drama lessons and 
to take LAmDA grade examinations leading up to the Diploma. the Drama Department has a team of 
specialist teachers who take these classes and there  is a range of options from musical theatre to Solo 
and Group Performance.

career oPPortUnities 

the skills learned, such as team work, communication, leadership, stage presence, and control of voice 
and movement, are valued highly in many professions. Some students choose to continue their study 
of Drama at university, either as a single or joint honours course. the most able performers may choose 
to audition for a Drama School in order to pursue an acting career. recently, pupils have had success in 
applying for foundation year courses at Drama Schools.

fUrther Details

Specification: SL brief / hL brief

https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/theatresl2016englishw.pdf
https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/theatrehl2016englishw.pdf
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iB GroUP 6: visUal arts 
hiGher level anD stanDarD level

Why stUDy visUal arts?

the iB visual Arts course encourages students to challenge their own creative and cultural expectations. 
they engage in, experiment with and critically reflect on a wide range of practices. Students develop 
analytical skills in problem-solving and divergent thinking, while working towards technical proficiency 
and confidence as art-makers. the course is ideal for students who want to go on to art-related courses 
in higher education, as well as for those who are seeking lifelong enrichment through visual arts. 
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content of coUrse

Assessed across three areas, the iB visual Arts course has a common core and approach for both 
higher and Standard Level. for the Process Portfolio (40%), students are required to show breadth of 
experimentation. Students submit evidence of their experimentation, exploration, manipulation and 
refinement with a wide variety of visual arts activities during the first year of the course. throughout the 
course students are required to maintain a visual Arts Journal.

the comparative Study (20%) is a critical and contextual investigation of the students’ choice. through 
independent critical and contextual investigations, students’ explore and analyse artworks, objects and 
artefacts by at least two artists from differing cultural contexts. higher Level students will also produce 
practical responses. 

the exhibition (40%) is a culmination of the course in the second year. Students will select a series of 
linked works to exhibit. the selected pieces should show evidence of technical accomplishment and an 
understanding of the use of materials, ideas and practices appropriate to visual communication.

assessment 

component component Length Weighting
Process Portfolio Practical Presentation 9-18 slides SL, 13-25 hL 40%
comparative Study Written Presentation 10-15 slides, 18-20 hL 20%
exhibition Practical 4-7 artworks SL, 8-11 artworks hL 40%

sfc enrichment 

trips to museums and galleries in the uK and abroad, weekly life-drawing class, the opportunity to 
attend talks by visiting speakers and workshops organised by the department and run by visiting artists.

career oPPortUnities

Architect, museum curator, illustrator, jewellery designer, 3D designer, restoration work, ceramicist, 
cartoonist, portrait artist and many more. many diverse employers, in addition to the creative industries, 
welcome skills gained through studying visual Art. 

fUrther Details

Specification: SL brief / hL brief

https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/visualartssl2016englishw.pdf
https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/recognition/visualartshl2016englishw.pdf
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A level 
SubJeCtS
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Why choose the eXtenDeD ProJect qUalification (ePq)?

the ePq allows students to embark on a self-directed research project under the guidance of a 
supervisor. By taking responsibility for the choice and design of an individual project the student: 

 – Develops and applies decision-making and problem-solving skills.
 – Becomes a more critical, reflective and independent learner.
 – improves planning, research, analysis, synthesis, evaluation and presentation skills.
 – Demonstrates creativity, initiative and enterprise.
 – explores and evidences an area of interest in a discipline that she wishes to pursue at university.
 – is more prepared for the rigours of academic study at a higher level.

aBoUt the ePq

What do a study of epigenetics in cancer treatments, the impact of the rebuilding of Paris 1853-70 and 
a comparison of the iconoclasm of iSiS and the Suffragettes have in common? they are all titles from 
cLc‘s library of completed ePqs. An ePq requires students to choose their own topic, draft their title 
and produce a detailed project plan before carrying out extensive research. An important part of this 
qualification is the completion of a reflective journal in which they will record the development of their 
project at various stages. following completion of the project itself, all students present their findings to 

a level eXtenDeD ProJect qUalification
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an audience of staff and students before thoroughly evaluating their experiences and the skills they have 
acquired.

many opt to produce a ‘long report’, a formal piece of writing of 5,000 words discussing their findings 
and evidence-based conclusions. Some recent examples have included:

 – how did the South east Asian financial crisis of 1998 affect development in malaysia?
 – Are stem cells a realistic alternative to the use of animals in the research and testing of drugs for 

neurodegenerative diseases?
 – What are the benefits and effects of singing on the human body?
 – how important was oJ Simpson’s identity in affecting the outcome of his 1995 trial?
 – Artificial intelligence: modern application of Natural Language Processing (NLP) as a way of 

analysing information.
 – could the persecution of the rohingya people amount to Genocide?

Alternatively, some opt for a more creative route and choose to produce an ‘artefact’ which is 
accompanied by a shorter research report of 1,000 words. the opportunities for an ‘artefact’ based 
project are endless and could include creating a website, making a model, producing a film, composing a 
piece of music or designing a scientific experiment. recent examples have included:

 – [her]story. A verbatim play to accurately reflect the voices of teenage girls in Britain today.
 – A video on the history and aspects of a cappella (including composing an a cappella arrangement).
 – constructing a drone and thereby exploring its potential applications in the civil engineering industry.
 – A photomosaic in commemoration of cLc’s contribution to the war in a modern context.

content of coUrse

this is a free-standing qualification equivalent to half an A Level, in that it carries half the ucAS points 
of a full A Level and is advanced in standard. the top grade is an A*. the student is required to choose 
an area of interest outside of their curriculum studies, draft a title and aims of the project for formal 
approval, research, plan and realise the project, and deliver a presentation. they will complete a ‘log 
book’ which evidences the development of the project at various stages. the reflective log-book, written 
report and presentation are internally assessed before moderation by the examination board. Students 
will be assessed against four objectives:

assessment 

objective Weighting
managing: identify, design, plan and carry out a project, applying a range of skills, 
strategies and methods to achieve objectives. 

20% 

use resources: research, critically select, organise and use information, and select 
and use a range of resources. Analyse data, apply relevantly and demonstrate 
understanding of any links, connections and complexities of the topic.

20% 

Develop and realise: Select and use a range of skills, including, where appropriate, 
new technologies and problem-solving, to take decisions critically and achieve planned 
outcomes. 

40% 

review: evaluate all aspects of the extended project, including outcomes in relation 
to stated objectives and own learning and performance. Select and use a range 
of communication skills and media to present evidenced project outcomes and 
conclusions in an appropriate format. 

20% 
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sUPPort / GUiDance

Students will be allocated a supervisor who will meet with them individually at various points throughout 
the project to provide feedback and guidance. Students will be further supported by the provision of 
taught sessions to help develop the necessary skills. the Skills for Academic Learning course in the Sfc1 
Autumn term provides some of these skills, and further ePq sessions are timetabled from January. the 
skills covered include time management, referencing, the ethics of research, planning and writing in an 
academic style.

timescales

Students can choose to start an ePq at the end of the Sfc1 Autumn term. many students plan to write 
their report draft during the summer vacation following Sfc1, completing the qualification by December 
of Sfc2.

career oPPortUnities 

the ePq prepares students for the rigours of undergraduate study through developing the vital skills of 
independent research, critical analysis, decision making, and is accordingly valued by many universities. 
ePqs can be a useful talking point in personal statements and interviews, giving an opportunity to 
display passion and initiative beyond the main programme of study. many choose an ePq topic should 
be closely related to the subject being applied for at university.

fUrther Details

examination board: AqA 7993
Specification: click here

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/projects/project-qualifications/EPQ-7993
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a level fine art (art anD DesiGn)

Why stUDy fine art?

fine Art allows students to engage with aesthetic and intellectual concepts through the use of traditional 
and / or digital media, materials, techniques and processes. there is a strong emphasis on developing 
practical skills and confidence through experimentation. 

Students will explore a number of disciplines, including darkroom and digital photography, printmaking, 
painting, sculpture and textiles.
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content of coUrse

this course allows students to develop and explore a wide range of processes, engage with the work 
of other artists and refine ideas. the A Level coursework incorporates two major elements: practical 
work and a written study. the two elements, although connected, are assessed separately.  Practical 
work will comprise a portfolio of developmental studies and outcomes based on themes and ideas 
developed from initial starting points. the Personal Study must evidence the student’s critical written 
communication showing contextual research and understanding in a minimum of 1,000 words. in 
addition to the coursework, there is a 15-hour externally Set Assignment. this component comprises 
preparatory studies and an outcome produced during the 15-hour exam in response to an externally set 
theme.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. coursework coursework 60%
2. related Study
3. externally Set Assignment 15hrs 40%

sfc enrichment 

trips to museums and galleries in the uK and abroad, weekly life-drawing class, the opportunity to 
attend talks by visiting speakers, workshops organised by the department and run by visiting artists.

career oPPortUnities 

future career options could include architecture, education, curatorship, journalism, advertising, film, 
photography, fine Art, design (theatre, furniture, interior, fashion), textiles and graphics.

fUrther Details

examination board: ocr Art and Design (fine Art) h601
Specification: click here

https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce/as-a-level-gce-art-and-design-h200-h600-from-2015/
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a level BioloGy 

Why stUDy BioloGy?

Biology is the study of all living things, from microscopic organisms up to the largest life forms we know. 
it is important to know how living things work, because humans are living things. Knowing about biology 
helps you understand how your own body works, and how it fights disease. it is also important to be able 
to understand how different living things use different ways to do the same things, like releasing energy, 
eating and moving. 
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content of coUrse

Students cover topics that develop a detailed understanding of cellular structure, human physiology 
and ecology, natural selection and biodiversity. in addition to these topics, students will study the 
biochemistry of key natural processes like respiration and photosynthesis, modern genetics, microbiology 
and control systems (eg hormones) and nervous co-ordination. Students will carry out designated 
required practical experiments to count towards their practical endorsement certificate and consolidate 
their understanding of practical methods. Paper 3 will include questions on practical techniques, data 
analysis and a synoptic essay. Assessment of mathematical skills is across all papers and count towards 
10% of marks. Learning is supported via practical investigations throughout the course.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
Paper 1 2hrs 35%
Paper 2 2hrs 35%
Paper 3 2hrs 30%

sfc enrichment 

Biology Week activities in october, Biology olympiad in march, medical Society for potential medics, 
dentists and vets, university classes for those applying to study Biological Sciences at university in the 
summer, Dissection club in Sfc2, a cell Study Day (Sfc2), and a residential ecology field course in the 
summer of Sfc1. 

career oPPortUnities 

there has never been a more exciting time to be a biologist as the life sciences are central to everyone’s 
life. Biologists frequently work with chemists and physicists to contribute to improvements in tomorrow’s 
world in health, sport, medicine, conservation and the food industry, to name a few. 

fUrther Details

examination board: AqA 7402
Specification: click here

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/as-and-a-level/biology-7401-7402
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a level chemistry

Why stUDy chemistry?

Students will gain knowledge and an understanding of fundamental chemical concepts in order to 
explain aspects of contemporary chemistry. they will discover how chemistry works in both academia 
and industry, and will begin to understand the physical world around them at the molecular level. there is 
a strong emphasis on practical work, including analysis and evaluation, and a wide range of experiments 
are conducted throughout the course. 
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content of coUrse

the topics build upon GcSe knowledge covering atomic structure, quantitative chemistry, bonding, 
the periodic table, basic organic chemistry, redox chemistry, energetics, kinetics, equilibria and 
analytical techniques. Some content from the ‘A2’ part of the course is also covered in Sfc1, including 
spectroscopy and Gibbs free energy.

Sfc2 chemistry extends the old AS Level concepts, often in a quantitative way. New topics on  
acid-base equilibria, transition metals, entropy, spectroscopy, aromatic chemistry and organic synthesis 
are introduced. there is also a synoptic component to the examinations.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. Physical and inorganic 1hr 45mins 30%
2. Physical and organic 1hr 45mins 30%
3. All units and practical skills 2hrs 30mins 40%

there is no practical weighting to the overall grading of the A Level. however, knowledge and 
understanding of practical techniques is assessed within the theory papers. 20% of marks available across 
all papers will assess mathematical skills. core practicals and other investigations will enable students to 
achieve the practical endorsement (cPAc) and these skills will be primarily tested in Paper 3.

sfc enrichment 

chemistry club, olympiads, c3L6, outreach to Bristol university, chemistry conference, extension 
Practical club and Saturday lectures. 

career oPPortUnities 

career opportunities for chemistry students occur in many fields including education, business, 
accountancy, science, engineering, medicine, dentistry, veterinary science and materials science. Well-
qualified A Level chemists are also in demand in a wide range of other careers.

fUrther Details

examination board: edexcel 9ch0
Specification: click here 

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/chemistry-2015.html
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a level classical GreeK or latin

Why stUDy GreeK or latin?

Students will enjoy the challenge of reading and engaging with a range of set texts and will have the 
opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of the life and culture of the ancient world. Students will be 
encouraged to develop and apply critical analytical skills which will support future study, and linguistic 
skills which will help them in the study and application of english and other languages.
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content of coUrse

Students build their knowledge of vocabulary and linguistic structures through study of grammar, 
deepening and going beyond the knowledge gained at GcSe, and through reading and studying 
prose and verse texts. for the literature papers, two prose and two verse set texts are studied in depth. 
Additional literature in translation is studied to provide context.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. unseen translation: candidates translate passages into english (Greek - 
thucydides and Sophocles, Latin - Livy and ovid). two lines of verse must 
be scanned.

1hr 45mins 33%

2. Prose composition or comprehension: candidates either translate 
unseen material from english into Greek / Latin or answer comprehension 
and grammar questions on an unseen prose passage.

1hr 15mins 17%

3. Prose Literature: candidates must demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of passages from set texts, translate passages of set texts, 
critically analyse the literary style, characterisation, and argument of 
passages from set texts, and write at length, drawing upon study of materials 
studied in Greek / Latin and in translation.

2hrs 25%

4. verse Literature: candidates must demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of passages from set texts, translate passages of set texts, 
critically analyse the literary style, characterisation, and argument of 
passages from set texts, and write at length, drawing upon study of materials 
studied in Greek / Latin and in translation.

2hrs 25%

sfc enrichment 

classics reading Group, classical Drama Group, talks arranged with the Gloucestershire classical 
Association and the Greek reading competition. 

career oPPortUnities 

Law, journalism, the foreign office, publishing, management, public relations, computing, librarianship, 
museum and art gallery posts, teaching and archaeology are just some of the areas in which former 
college students with classics degrees are now working.

fUrther Details

examination board: Greek ocr h444 / Latin ocr h443
Specification: Greek / Latin

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-classical-greek-h044-h444-from-2016/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-latin-h043-h443-from-2016/
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a level comPUter science 

Why stUDy comPUtinG?

Students will gain knowledge and an understanding of fundamental principles in computational thinking 
concepts in order to use algorithms to solve complex and challenging problems in a variety of business, 
scientific and social contexts. 

there is a strong emphasis on practical work, including analysis and evaluation, and a significant amount 
of programming is done throughout the course.
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content of coUrse

this A Level course comprises two examinable units (computing systems and Algorithms and 
programming) and a final programming component.
 
computing systems will introduce students to the internal workings of the central Processing unit 
(cPu), the exchange of data and will also look at software development, data types and legal and ethical 
issues. it is expected that students will draw on this underpinning content when studying computational 
thinking and developing programming techniques.

Algorithms and programming will incorporate and build on the knowledge and understanding gained 
in the computing systems. in addition, students should understand what is meant by computational 
thinking, understand the benefits of applying computational thinking to solving problems and be able to 
use algorithms to describe problems. 

the programming project focuses on a user-driven problem that allows students to develop a solution 
following a modern design methodology.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. computing systems: A mixture of question types including short-answer, 
longer-answer, and levels of response mark-scheme-type questions

2hrs 30mins 40%

2. Algorithms and programming: Section A – traditional questions 
concerning computational thinking. Section B – Scenario/task contained in 
the paper, which could be an algorithm but will involve problem solving.

2hrs 30mins 40%

3. Programming project: Analysis of the problem, Design of the solution, 
implementation of the solution, evaluation

- 20%

sfc enrichment 

coding club, app development, olympiads and ethical hacking club. 

career oPPortUnities 

computing and computer technology are part of just about everything that touches our lives from the 
cars we drive, to the movies we watch, to the ways businesses and governments deal with us. As such, 
career opportunities for computer scientists range across the business, entertainment, finance, science, 
security and service sectors.

fUrther Details

examination board: ocr h446
Specification: click here

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-computer-science-h046-h446-from-2015/
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a level Drama anD theatre 

Why stUDy Drama?

if you enjoy acting in plays, going to the theatre, and studying both the practical and academic aspects 
of this art form then this course may be for you. Some of the work is very practical and is focused on the 
creation of performances. Some of the work involves learning about different styles of performance and 
how a range of theatre companies and directors work. 

content of coUrse

component 1 is an internally assessed theatre Workshop in which students create an original piece of 
theatre based on an extract from a text in the style of a practitioner or theatre company. they will also 
write a creative log documenting the process.

component 2 is an externally examined performance consisting of two pieces: one devised and based on 
a stimulus, and the other based on a text and performed in a different style.

component 3 is a written paper with questions on three set texts and two productions which students will 
see as part of the course.
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assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. coursework - 20%
2. coursework - 40%
3. Written exam 2hrs 30mins 40%

sfc enrichment 

Pupils have many opportunities to take part in co-curricular drama. every year there are a variety of 
productions, which they can audition to take part in. the Sfc1stage an annual open-air Shakespeare 
production, which is directed by the students themselves. there is a very active tech club and pupils 
can learn to use the state-of-the-art equipment in the Parabola Arts centre theatre. cLc has taken 
many productions to the edinburgh fringe festival and if there is sufficient demand then we plan to take 
another show in the future.

career oPPortUnities 

the skills learned such as team work, communication, leadership, stage presence, and control of voice 
and movement are valued highly in many professions. Some students choose to continue their study 
of drama at university either as a single or joint honours course. the most able performers may choose 
to audition for Drama School in order to pursue an acting career. recently drama students have had 
success in applying for foundation year courses at Drama Schools.

fUrther Details

examination board: eDuqAS 
Specification: click here 

https://www.eduqas.co.uk/qualifications/drama-and-theatre/as-a-level/
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a level economics

Why stUDy economics?

economics is the study of scarce resources, the unlimited demands made on them, and the ways in 
which we make choices in allocating those resources when we cannot produce everything we would like 
to. As economists we spend a great deal of time analysing the choices themselves, and evaluating the 
consequences of having chosen one thing rather than another. We analyse the workings of the firm and 
the household as they make their production and consumption plans; we look at markets, where buyers 
and sellers meet; we consider the national economy and vital concerns such as unemployment, inflation 
and growth; and we broaden our outlook further in the global economy. We are particularly interested at 
the moment in Britain and its place in europe and the world; the influence of the financial sector on the 
uK economy; the American and chinese economies and global imbalances; and are deeply involved in 
the study of the developing world.
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content of coUrse

theme 1: introduction to markets and market failure
theme 2: the uK economy – performance and policies
theme 3: Business behaviour and the labour market
theme 4: the national and global economy

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. markets and business behaviour 2hrs 35%
2. the national and global economy 2hrs 35%
3. microeconomics and macroeconomics 2hrs 30%

sfc enrichment 

economics Society, Young enterprise, BASe competition, ieA / reS / tutor2u / corpus christi essay 
competitions, Andrew morgan Global 78 internships and the Athena Ko economics Prize.

career oPPortUnities

economics is a suitable subject to complement science, social science and / or arts subjects. combined 
with subjects such as mathematics and physics it can lead into engineering. in the present climate, 
combined with Languages, economics also provides an excellent base for those looking to work abroad 
or in a company which has overseas links. it is a valuable starting point for further study and work in the 
fields of business, accountancy, banking and finance, government and diplomatic service, and the law.

fUrther Details

examination board: edexcel A Level 9ec0
Specification: click here

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/economics-a-2015.html
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a level enGlish literatUre

Why stUDy enGlish literatUre?

Students will study a broad range of english literature, including Shakespeare and the Gothic, gaining 
a wide understanding of poetry, prose and drama from across time and place. Not only will students 
develop the analytical skills they gained at GcSe but they will also learn how to construct an argument 
supported by literary criticism and contextual knowledge. Lessons will also allow students to develop 
their ability to discuss and debate their conceptual and personal interpretations of texts, skills which are 
vital for university.
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content of coUrse

Students will study Bram Stoker’s Dracula and Angela carter’s The Bloody Chamber for their 
comparative and contextual Study paper on the Gothic. this unit also requires students to research 
the Gothic genre and the contexts of their set texts. they will also read Gothic fiction beyond the 
classroom to prepare for the unseen extract element of this paper. for the Drama and Poetry pre-
1900 examination, students will study Shakespeare’s Hamlet, ibsen’s A Doll’s House and poetry by 
christina rossetti. Students will also complete two pieces of written coursework, one of which will be a 
comparative essay. the coursework texts will be dependent upon the teacher.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. Drama and poetry pre-1900: two-part question on Hamlet and 
one comparative question on rossetti and A Doll’s House. closed 
text.

2hrs 30mins 40%

2. comparative and contextual study: an analytical essay in 
response to an unseen extract from a Gothic text and answer 
a comparative question on Dracula and The Bloody Chamber. 
closed text.

2hrs 30mins 40%

3. Non-exam assessment: one close reading of a passage from a 
whole text and one comparative essay on two texts. Students will 
study poetry, prose and drama for this unit.

N/A 20%

sfc enrichment 

fanthorpe film Society, Sfc Book club, National theatre New voices Scriptwriting, trip to Gothic 
conference, trips to the theatre and talks at the cheltenham Literature festival.

career oPPortUnities

career opportunities for english Literature students occur in many fields including law, journalism, 
publishing, advertising, public relations, marketing, education and business.

fUrther Details

examination board: ocr h472
Specification: click here

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-english-literature-h072-h472-from-2015/
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a level GeoGraPhy

Why stUDy GeoGraPhy?

in a time of intense climate change, weather extremes, natural disasters, terrorist attacks across the world, 
conflicts in the middle east and Africa and global economic crisis, Geography is becoming increasingly 
important and relevant as a subject.

Geography allows those who study it to bridge the two concepts of human behaviour and the natural 
world by investigating the causation between them. As a subject, it can take you across the world on 
fieldwork, look at the causes, impacts and solutions to some of the world’s most pressing issues and study 
the patterns of our dynamic planet.
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content of coUrse

in the first year, students will study Physical Systems where they will explore coastal landscapes as well 
as the carbon and water cycles. they will look at inter-relationships between the land, oceans and 
atmosphere, the processes that shape them over time and the issues that arise when attempting to 
manage them. Alongside the physical environment, students will also study human interactions. they 
will look at ‘Places’ as dynamic and multi-layered spaces and study how the history and culture of a 
nation can be found in its buildings, public spaces and towns and cities. they will also study migration 
and human rights, exploring the relationships and connections between people, the economy, and 
society. in the second year, students will complete an independent investigation consisting of a written 
report, recommended to be between 3,000 and 4,000 words in length. this can be an area of personal 
interest related to any area of the specification. finally, they will study in two Geographical Debates: 
climate change and Disease Dilemmas. each topic engages learners through an enquiry approach. 
they will be able to articulate opinions and provide evidenced arguments across a range of situations. 
the concepts of inequality, mitigation and adaptation, sustainability, risk, resilience and threshold 
underpin the Geographical Debates component.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. Physical Systems 1hr 30mins 22%
2. human interactions 1hr 30mins 22%
3. Geographical Debates 2hrs 30mins 36%
4. independent investigation: fieldwork Non-examined 20%

sfc enrichment 

environmental Society, international Society and a compulsory five-day residential trip to Nettlecombe 
field Studies centre. 

career oPPortUnities 

Geography bridges the gap between the sciences and arts. Geographers are highly regarded in the 
world of work for the many transferable skills that they develop. Studying geography enables students 
to follow a wide range of university courses, including medical, legal, environmental, educational and 
financial and are constantly topping lists as the most employable university graduates. 

fUrther Details

examination board: ocr h481
Specification: click here

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-geography-h081-h481-from-2016/
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a level history

Why stUDy history?

the study of history, of whatever period, gives a sense of perspective and teaches important analytical 
skills. Students of history have a better understanding of the present and will have expanded their own 
cultural literacy through the in-depth study of a period in the past. they should emerge from their 
A Level better able to write and debate. 
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content of coUrse

the history Department offers one combined A Level course. Students will study one early modern 
option with one modern option, in order to give them exposure to a wide range of concepts and time 
periods, and to allow them to develop a broader range of skills as a historian. the course will teach pupils 
how to engage with the past through the study of historical sources and the work of historians as well as 
developing critical and analytical skills.
 
A Level students will study two examined components: 
- the tudors 1485-1603 (the breadth study) 
- revolution and Dictatorship: russia 1917-1953 (the depth study)

they will also undertake their own historical enquiry having followed a taught course. Based on their 
study of this course they choose an area in which to specialise, pose their own question and undertake 
their own research, guided by their teachers. this task provides excellent practice for the independent 
study required at university.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. Written paper: extract question + essays 2hrs 30mins 40%
2. Written paper: extract question + essays 2hrs 30mins 40%
3. coursework N/A 20%

sfc enrichment 

history Society, cheltenham Literature festival talks, Saturday lectures, possible trip to Paris, attending 
lecture days to enrich your understanding of your topics and to engage with them on a higher academic 
level. university classes and oxbridge preparation delivered by experts in the field.

career oPPortUnities

history is well regarded by universities and employers and while some historians go on to the more 
obvious careers in historical research, museums and archives, many big institutions and businesses also 
now employ historians to carry out research and retain their heritage. Beyond specific history-related 
careers, the study of history provides an excellent (and very well-regarded) foundation for a wide range 
of careers. many use the critical skills they have learned in a wide range of employment areas such as 
business, management, law, journalism, politics, the civil Service and the public services.

fUrther Details

examination board: AqA 7042
Specification: click here

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/history/as-and-a-level/history-7041-7042
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a level history of art

Why stUDy history of art?

Students usually choose to study history of Art because they want to:
 – develop their ability to process, analyse and conceptualise complex primary and secondary sources 

into coherent narratives; 
 – confidently and clearly synthesise and re-present ideas;
 – assess the quality and reliability of information; 
 – explore several centuries of human success and failure through the media of their artistic and cultural 

endeavours. 
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content of coUrse

the course will allow a breadth of study looking at painting, sculpture and architecture from Ancient 
Greece to the present day (500Bc-2015) through thematic study. two further units in the second year 
will offer more in-depth study of two distinct periods in history, 1900-1939 or 1960-2015 for example, 
which will allow for greater historical, cultural, political and social insight and will take in key philosophers, 
theorists, writers and poets to provide a solid contextual grounding for the works produced. 

there will also be the opportunity to engage with works of art beyond the european tradition. Learning 
is supported by first-hand study of works of art and architecture, which includes trips to museums and 
galleries both here and abroad.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. visual analysis and themes 3hrs 50%
2. Periods 3hrs 50%

sfc enrichment 

history of Art Society, Articulation public speaking competition, oxbridge essay writing competitions, 
residential trip to madrid / Paris / New York, day trips to London and trips to cheltenham Literature 
festival.

career oPPortUnities

Art history develops strong skills in communication, and creative and analytical thinking. researching 
and using evidence are vital skills as well as the ability to use initiative and work collaboratively and 
independently. the skills are suited to almost any career path, but might especially suit those wanting to 
work in design, marketing, advertising, auction houses, museums and galleries, management, journalism, 
film, business, law and the art market.

fUrther Details

examination board: edexcel 9ht0
Specification: click here 

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/history-of-art-2017.html
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a level mathematics

Why stUDy mathematics?

the breadth of the applicability of mathematics is enormous, and for a large number of degree courses 
an A Level in mathematics is an essential or desirable qualification. the study of mathematics offers 
opportunities for creativity, team-working and communication, and for many careers it is the ability to 
explain complicated concepts clearly to a non-mathematical audience that is in demand.
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content of coUrse

A LeveL: this is a two-year linear course. Students take three papers, two in pure maths and one in 
statistics and mechanics. 

Pure mathematics resembles the sort of mathematics studied at GcSe – algebra, trigonometry, 
geometry, graph work and calculus. mechanics models physical situations, concentrating on Newton’s 
Laws of motion; it is essential for those who want to read Physics or engineering at university. Statistics 
covers both numerical statistics and probability; it is a useful supplement for those taking economics, 
Biology, Geography or intending to study medicine.

assessment 

A LeveL
component Length Weighting
Pure mathematics 1 2hrs 33.33%
Pure mathematics 2 2hrs 33.33%
mechanics and Statistics 2hrs 33.33%

sfc enrichment 

Senior mathematics challenge, code Breaking club and university classes including mAt and SteP.

career oPPortUnities

mathematics is a requirement for most courses in Accountancy, Business Studies, computing,
engineering, mathematics, Physics and for some courses in Architecture and economics. many others, 
such as Psychology and other social sciences include some mathematics. You should seek advice from 
the PGc to ensure the right mathematics course is followed to facilitate your chosen degree course / 
career path.

fUrther Details

examination board: edexcel A Level 9mA0
Specification: click here 

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/mathematics-2017.html
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a level fUrther mathematics

Why stUDy fUrther mathematics?

Students taking further mathematics find it to be an enjoyable, rewarding, stimulating and empowering 
experience. for someone who enjoys mathematics, it provides a challenge, and a chance to explore 
new and / or more sophisticated mathematical concepts. Students who take further mathematics find 
that the additional time spent studying mathematics boosts their marks in single A Level mathematics. 
it makes the transition from Sixth form to university courses, which are mathematically rich, that 
much easier as more of the first year course content will be familiar. it enables students to distinguish 
themselves as able mathematicians in their applications for university and future employment.
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content of coUrse

AS LeveL: in addition to the mathematics A Level, students take an additional two papers, one in 
further pure mathematics and one in applied maths. 

A LeveL: in addition to the mathematics A Level, students take an additional four papers, two in 
further pure mathematics and two in applied mathematics.

Pure mathematics resembles the mathematics studied at (i)GcSe – algebra, trigonometry, geometry, 
graph work and calculus. Applied mathematics: mechanics models physical situations, concentrating on 
Newton’s Laws of motion; it is essential for those who want to read Physics or engineering at university. 
Applied mathematics: Statistics covers both numerical statistics and probability; it is a useful supplement 
for those taking economics, Biology, Geography or intending to study medicine.

assessment 

AS LeveL
component Length Weighting
core Pure mathematics 1hr 40mins 50%
further Statistics 1 and further mechanics 1 1hr 40mins 50%

A LeveL
component Length Weighting
core Pure mathematics 1 1hr 30mins 25%
core Pure mathematics 2 1hr 30mins 25%
further Statistics 1hr 30mins 25%
further mechanics 1hr 30mins 25%

sfc enrichment 

Senior maths challenge, code Breaking club and university classes including mAt and SteP.

career oPPortUnities

further mathematics is a requirement for most courses in computing, engineering, mathematics, 
Physics and for many courses in economics and Architecture. many others, such as Psychology, 
Accountancy, Business Studies, include some mathematics. You should seek careful advice from the 
PGc / mathematics Department about embarking on the right level of mathematics for your ability and 
chosen career path.

fUrther Details

examination board: edexcel AS 8fm0 / A Level 9fm0
Specification: click here

http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/mathematics-2017.coursematerials.html
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camBriDGe Pre-U moDern lanGUaGes 
french, German, italian, manDarin, sPanish

What is the Pre-U?

the cambridge Pre-u is an exciting alternative to A Level, which gives a fair assessment of progress 
and offers a varied and interesting course. universities accept and welcome the Pre-u and you can ‘mix 
and match’ Pre-u with A Levels. it offers an excellent stepping-stone for those who might wish to pursue 
their language studies in university but is equally accessible and enjoyable for students who would like to 
study a language alongside their other interests at school. 

content of coUrse

the Pre-u is a varied and flexible course, which is aimed to give relevant and up-to-date knowledge 
about language and culture. A wide range of topics are taught: from relationships, leisure and media 
to law, religion and science. one language-specific cultural topic is covered in detail (examples include 
the Berlin Wall, children growing up in times of political crisis, exile, journeys, france during WWii, 
representation of women, justice and oppression in Latin America...) for this, students study one text 
and one film which help to explore the topic area. Students also study one literary text in detail and are 
assessed on this with an exam essay in english.
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assessment (french, German, italian, sPanish) 

component Length Weighting
1. Speaking 15mins 25%
2. Listening and reading 2hrs 25%
3. Writing and usage 2hrs 15mins 25%
4. topics and texts 2hrs 30mins 25%

assessment (manDarin) 

component Length Weighting
1. Speaking 15mins 20%
2. Listening, reading and translation 2hrs 30%
3. Writing and usage 2hrs 25%
4. chinese culture 2hrs 25%

Pre-u Grading ranks candidates at the highest level of Distinction 1-3 (D1, D2 or D3), merit 1-3 (m1, 
m2, or m3) or Pass 1-3 (P1, P2 or P3).

sfc enrichment 

Linguistics club, Linguistics olympiad, translation and interpreting workshop, essay competitions, work 
experience placement abroad, weekly conversation lessons with native foreign Language Assistants, 
foreign films, tv series, reading.

career oPPortUnities

for some jobs, such as translating, interpreting and language teaching, language skills are essential. 
however, having a foreign language is an enormous asset and helps candidates stand out in many other 
careers, including the fields of engineering, medicine, politics and business. there is an acute shortage 
of linguists in the uK and for this reason, speaking a foreign language makes students highly desirable to 
employers. We also encourage pupils to study a language for the love and beauty of it.

fUrther Details

exam specifications:
french  German italian  mandarin Spanish

Parents’ guide to Pre-u

https://www.cambridgeinternational.org/programmes-and-qualifications/cambridge-pre-u-french-9779/
https://www.cambridgeinternational.org/programmes-and-qualifications/cambridge-pre-u-german-9780/
https://www.cambridgeinternational.org/programmes-and-qualifications/cambridge-pre-u-italian-9783/
https://www.cambridgeinternational.org/programmes-and-qualifications/cambridge-pre-u-mandarin-chinese-9778/
https://www.cambridgeinternational.org/programmes-and-qualifications/cambridge-pre-u-spanish-9781/
https://www.cambridgeinternational.org/images/84532-cambridge-pre-u-a-guide-for-parents.pdf
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a level mUsic

Why stUDy mUsic?

music is a unique and challenging subject. As a music student, you will be guided to combine 
emotion with intellect as you learn this language and craft your own responses through performance 
and composition. this exciting course is designed for all musical tastes. there are no limits on the 
instruments (or voices) and types of repertoire which may be presented in performance, and the study 
of the widest possible range of music is encouraged: Western classical and popular traditions, jazz, folk, 
popular, and classical traditions of non-western origin. the A Level course also allows you to specialise in 
performance or composition. the course will certainly foster a lifelong love of music in all its forms.
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content of coUrse

Performance: At A Level, this will include three contrasting pieces lasting a total of at least 10 minutes. 

composition: Developing ideas and understanding of musical construction is achieved through the 
creation of two compositions (plus a further set of technical exercises if composition is your chosen 
speciality). Students will have the opportunity to make sophisticated use of our powerful score-writing 
software, alongside our new state-of-the-art imac suite, and original music can be performed and 
recorded in our recording studio.

Listening and Appraising: centred on developing students’ understanding of the history of music and 
powers of analysis. Students will study prescribed works from varied genres, styles and eras, and the ability 
to analyse will be developed aurally (leading to a listening examination) and through written response. 

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. Performance – Pathway A or B

Pathway A: two contrasting pieces 6mins minimum 25%
Pathway B: three contrasting pieces 10mins minimum 35%

2. composition – Pathway A or B
Pathway A: two original works: one set brief and one free brief; 
portfolio of technical exercises

8mins minimum 35%

Pathway B: two original works: one set brief and one free brief 4mins minimum 25%
3. Listening and Appraising: Analysing and evaluating music, familiar 
and unfamiliar pieces, prescribed works, questions based on aural 
extracts

2hrs 30mins 40%

sfc enrichment 

A wealth of opportunities are available for Sfc musicians including access to our range of ensembles 
(including choirs), concert trips, links with cheltenham Jazz and music festivals, involvement in college 
musicals, use of the recording studio, community links programmes, college concerts… and much more!

career oPPortUnities 

the disciplines developed through an academic study of music underpin both musical and non-musical 
careers and are well regarded by universities and employers alike. Potential careers include the music 
industry, arts industry, performing, academia, teaching or composing (including film, theatre and 
television). Graduates of music have also gone to become barristers, accountants, lawyers and doctors.

fUrther Details

examination board: ocr h543
Specification: click here

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-music-h143-h543-from-2016/
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a level Physics

Why stUDy Physics?

Physics is crucial to understanding how the world around us works, from light bulbs and driverless cars to 
brains, from earthquakes and tsunamis to leptons, quarks and quasars. from the prosaic to the profound. 
Physics helps us to see the connections between seemingly disparate phenomenon. Physics gives us 
powerful tools to help us to express creativity. it provides quantitative and analytical skills needed for 
analysing data and solving problems in the field of science, engineering and medicine as well as in 
economics, finance and law.
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content of coUrse

the A Level course starts with a study of the laws, theories and models of physics and finishes with 
an exploration of their practical applications. Students will develop essential skills, knowledge and 
understanding of different areas of the subject, including scientific method, and how they relate to 
each other. they will develop competence and confidence in a variety of practical, mathematical and 
problem-solving skills and an understanding of how society makes decisions about scientific issues and 
how the sciences contribute to the success of the economy and society.

in Sfc1, you will cover varied topics such as mechanics and materials, electricity, Waves and quantum 
and Particle Physics. 

in Sfc2, the course will explore electric, Gravitational and magnetic fields, Nuclear Physics, further 
mechanics and thermal Physics. in addition to this, an option is studied with a choice of Astrophysics, 
medical Physics, electronics, engineering Physics or turning points in Physics. 

Practical work will be a core part of the course and is assessed through the written exam papers. the 
assessment of practical skills is a compulsory requirement of the course. Students will carry out a 
minimum of 12 core practicals and will be internally assessed against common Practical Assessment 
criteria (cPAc).

assessment 

component Length Weighting
Paper 1 – mechanics, electricity, Waves and Particle Physics 2hrs 34%
Paper 2 – fields, further mechanics, thermal Physics and Nuclear Physics 2hrs 34%
Paper 3 – Practical questions and optional unit 2hrs 42%

Practical endorsement: core practicals and other investigations will enable students to achieve the 
practical endorsement – this does not contribute to the overall grade but the result will be recorded on 
the student’s examination certificate.

sfc enrichment 

Starlab, olympiads, Armchair Physics, engineering education Scheme and Physics Week Activities.

career oPPortUnities 

medical, engineering, scientific, ict, financial, architectural, educational, environmental and many more 
careers are open to Physics students.

fUrther Details

examination board: AqA 7408 
Specification: click here

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/as-and-a-level/physics-7407-7408
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a level Politics

Why stUDy Politics?

the study of Politics will give students a good level of understanding of how the uK and uS political 
systems work. they will also develop a thorough understanding of key ideologies such as conservatism, 
socialism and liberalism, as well as making a study of feminism. they will understand the democratic 
process in both countries and will build some knowledge of key political events in the recent history of 
the uK and the uSA, making comparisons between them. they will develop important analytical skills 
and be able to write in-depth and debate with confidence.
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content of coUrse

component one focuses on uK Politics and core Political ideas (conservatism, socialism and liberalism) 
while component two examines uK Government and Non-core Political ideas (feminism). component 
three is a comparative study of uS Politics.

assessment

component Length Weighting
1. uK Politics: essay questions requiring analytical writing 2hrs 33%
2. uK Government: As above 2hrs 33%
3. uSA: A mix of short and longer questions 2hrs 33%

sfc enrichment 

Politics Society, cheltenham Literature festival events/speakers, Saturday lectures and student study 
days with university lecturers.

career oPPortUnities

Students may go on to read Politics or a variety of related degrees such as international relations, Social 
and Political Sciences or Philosophy, Politics and economics (PPe). While some may enter political 
life, most use the critical skills they have learned in Politics in a wide range of employment areas such 
as business, management, law, journalism, the civil Service and public policy research advice and 
development.

fUrther Details

examination board: edexcel 9PLo
Specification: click here

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/politics-2017.html
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a level reliGioUs stUDies 
reliGion, PhilosoPhy & ethics 

Why stUDy reliGioUs stUDies?

this course helps students to develop skills of analysis and evaluation by close study of some key 
philosophical questions. Students learn to appreciate the ideas of others, while being encouraged to 
develop their own arguments. the subject aims to teach students how to think, not what to think.
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content of coUrse

the A Level course consists of three units, with the key focus being on Philosophy of religion and 
ethics. for the former, this includes a study of Ancient Greek philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle, 
arguments for and against the existence of God, consideration of religious experience and the question 
of the soul. 

for ethics, students consider a range of ethical theories, both religious and secular, and apply these to 
personal, societal and global issues of importance, such as issues of business, medicine and sex. 

the third paper, Developments in religious thought, looks at important religious philosophical 
questions, such as the afterlife, gender and religious pluralism.

assessment 

component Length Weighting
1. Philosophy of religion: three questions out of a choice of four 2hrs 33.3%
2. ethics: three questions out of a choice of four 2hrs 33.3%
3. Developments: three questions out of a choice of four 2hrs 33.3%

sfc enrichment 

Bi-termly Philosophy Society, and the annual Gloucestershire religion, Philosophy and ethics 
conference in february. there is also a Philosophy Book club run by students. 

career oPPortUnities 

religion, Philosophy and ethics lends itself to a wide range of degree courses and careers including Law, 
Journalism, education and Politics, as well as Philosophy and theology. those wishing to study medicine 
may find the ethics components helpful.

fUrther Details

examination board: ocr h573
Specification: click here

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-religious-studies-h173-h573-from-2016
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Appendix 
 
 
 

reqUirements for selecteD  
career amBitions / DeGree coUrses
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these comments are meant only as a rough guide.  if you or your parents have any specific questions 
about higher education requirements, do not hesitate to get in touch with college or the PGc. this 
is especially important if you are considering applying to international universities, as some have very 
specific subject requirements which may not be covered below.

the russell Group of leading uK universities have published a guide to post-16 subject choices.
Informed Choices, produced in collaboration with the institute of career Guidance, is aimed at all 
students considering post-16 options.

it includes advice on subject combinations for a wide range of university courses as well as advice on 
the best choices if you do not know what you want to study after school and need to keep your options 
open.

the latest version of this publication can be found here: www.informedchoices.ac.uk

accoUntancy

A Level or iB hL mathematics is usually required for competitive courses, although some will accept SL 
mathematics. economics may be useful.

aGricUltUre / fooD science

You will limit your choice of university if you do not take chemistry and Biology.

architectUre

courses will require an Art portfolio and Art (A Level or iB) is strongly recommended. A mix of Science 
/ mathematics and humanities / Arts is preferred by leading universities. having Physics and / or 
mathematics is also strongly recommended or preferred for some courses so consider both to keep your 
options open. if you decide not to take Physics, you should have a good (i)GcSe in Physics.

art

Art (A Level or iB) is advisable if you intend going to Art college but a good portfolio is the most 
important requirement. Please speak with the head of Art if you wish to study Art after college but do 
not intend to take Art in the Sixth form.

reqUirements for selecteD  
career amBitions / DeGree coUrses
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BioloGy

At least two, and preferably three, science / mathematical subjects, including Biology and chemistry, 
are needed. there is a vast range of biologically-related degrees to choose from and specific subject 
requirements can vary with universities and course structure.

BUsiness stUDies

Some courses require mathematics. mathematics (i)GcSe is vitally important for all courses. economics 
is highly recommended.

chemistry

chemistry and mathematics A Level or iB hL are essential. A second science of Physics or Biology is 
highly recommended.

classical civilisation / classical stUDies

these degree courses are focused on reading ancient authors in english; you do not need to have 
studied Latin or Greek. Since many courses include a very small language element, studying a language 
at A Level may help to show your linguistic abilities. Although there are no specific requirements, history 
or english Literature may be an advantage.

classics

Latin or classical Greek is required since this degree course is for those who expect to read texts in the 
original language. Some universities offer a foundation year for students who haven’t studied Latin or 
Greek.

comPUter science

mathematics is required. computing is recommended. further mathematics or Physics may be useful 
and some courses require two science / mathematics subjects. the very high level universities will 
strongly prefer further maths, if you are taking A Levels.

Dentistry

chemistry and Biology are required for most courses. mathematics and Physics may be useful and 
individual universities’ requirements should be consulted.
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economics

mathematics at A Level or iB hL is required at most universities for a single subject economics course. 
for joint courses, ie economics and Politics, it may not be required, although you may wish to have 
done some Sixth form mathematics. You should carefully research entry requirements before deciding 
whether mathematics A Level, further mathematics or mathematics hL is likely to be required. for a 
BSc in economics, mathematics is essential. for cambridge or LSe, further mathematics A Level or 
mathematics hL is strongly recommended. for Philosophy, Politics and economics (PPe) at oxford, 
mathematics to A Level or at least iB SL is strongly recommended. for combined honours degrees and 
BA economics, mathematics is not usually required beyond (i)GcSe.

enGineerinG

While there are exceptions, the norm is to study mathematics and Physics. chemistry is also required 
if you want to study chemical engineering. further mathematics is required for oxford or cambridge 
engineering courses and is advisable for other top universities. iB candidates for engineering are advised 
to focus their extended essay on related topics.

enGlish

You must have english A Level or iB hL. competition for places is keen and, if you wish to read english 
at a competitive university, it can be an advantage to have history, Latin or a modern Language at A 
Level or iB hL.

GeoGraPhy

Geography at A Level or iB hL is required. (i)GcSe mathematics is important but not universally 
needed. Some BSc courses require you to have studied one science in addition to Geography.

health sciences (PhysiotheraPy, nUrsinG,  
occUPational theraPy, etc)

if you envisage a nursing degree or a course in paramedical subjects such as Physiotherapy, A Level 
or iB hL Biology will be of great importance, and chemistry is advisable to keep all options open. for 
Physiotherapy you should also have Physics (i)GcSe. Work experience demonstrating an ability to work 
closely with vulnerable people is vital.

history

history A Level or iB hL is actually rarely a requirement but, in the light of competition, you are 
advised to study it. useful supporting subjects may include economics, english Literature, Geography, 
Languages, religious Studies or Philosophy and Politics.
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history of art

You do not need to have A Level history of Art to study it at university (so iB Diploma Programme 
students will not be restricted); however, the ability to analyse and interpret works of art is an advantage. 
Your choice may be severely restricted if you do not have an (i)GcSe in a language (usually modern). 
Art, english Literature, history and religious Studies may also be useful.

lanGUaGes

You can begin to study modern Languages from scratch at many universities or study them from  
(i)GcSe level. the notable exception is french which (with very few exceptions) can only be studied 
by those with A Level or iB hL french. if you think you may want to study German, italian or Spanish 
at university, you are advised to take an A Level or iB hL in that language otherwise your choice of 
university will be restricted. it would be wise for keen and committed linguists to study two modern 
Languages to A Level or iB hL. if you are considering applying to oxford or cambridge to study 
languages, you need to consider carefully your choice of A Levels. english and history are particularly 
strong link subjects. if you think you may want to study a less common language at university (eg Arabic 
or chinese) it would be to your advantage to show that you are a competent linguist by taking A Level 
or hL in at least one language (modern or classical).

laW

unless you want to study international Law, where an A Level or iB hL in a modern Language is needed, 
there are no specific requirements. however, Law degree courses are very competitive and your aim 
should therefore be to obtain three high A Level or iB hL grades. As studying Law requires a high 
level of literacy it is helpful to study at least one subject providing evidence of this, so subjects such as 
english or history can be seen as useful, although it is possible to apply successfully for Law with three 
science subjects. Some universities will require you to sit an additional entrance test, the LNAt, which is 
currently done online in your own time in the first term of Sfc2. it is worth remembering that if you are 
considering taking Law because you want to become a solicitor or barrister then there are postgraduate 
routes into these professions meaning you can study for a non-Law degree first.

liBeral arts (anD sciences) or comBineD honoUrs

this relatively new degree programme offered by several uK universities allows students to study a 
multi-disciplinary programme of arts, humanities and, in many cases, sciences. for some majors, specific 
A Levels or iB higher Levels are required. in other cases a major can be identified following first year 
modules, subject to satisfactory performance. Liberal Arts / combined honours programmes vary 
considerably and careful research will be required to find the programme that best suits your skill-set.

mathematics

Physics at A Level or iB hL would complement A Level or iB hL mathematics. further mathematics or 
Physics are required at some institutions. A SteP paper may also be a requirement at certain universities. 
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meDicine

most medical schools require both chemistry and Biology at A Level or iB hL. Some of the most 
competitive universities require at least three sciences / mathematics at A Level or iB hL, while others 
like to see a contrasting non-science subject. many universities will require A*/9 in core (i)GcSe 
subjects to consider your application. Work experience demonstrating an ability to work closely with 
vulnerable people is vital and some experience in a medical environment is invaluable.

mUsic

music A Level or iB hL is a mandatory requirement for university and is generally required for
conservatoire entry. You also need to have attained a good Grade 8 standard in at least one instrument.
All conservatoires and some universities will also call applicants for an audition or interview. Some 
universities have a preference for at least one essay-based subject.

Pharmacy

chemistry is required at A Level or iB hL, plus at least one from mathematics and Biology or possibly 
Physics at A Level or iB hL. Please check university websites carefully.

PhilosoPhy

there are no specific requirements but at least one essay writing subject is highly recommended. useful 
subjects include mathematics, history, religious Studies or Philosophy.

Physics

A Level or iB hL Physics and mathematics are required for most courses. further mathematics and 
chemistry may be useful. chemistry A Level or iB hL is required for chemical Physics.

PhilosoPhy, Politics anD economics  (PPe)

mathematics is required or very desirable at many high level universities. Subjects that may be useful 
include history, Government and Politics, economics, religious Studies, Philosophy and english

Politics

Some universities ask for an essay-based subject at A Level or iB hL as well as mathematics (i)GcSe; a
modern  Language (i)GcSe is helpful. Politics or history are useful supporting subjects.
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PsycholoGy

A good grade in mathematics (i)GcSe is vital (as it is also for Sociology courses). this subject is 
becoming very competitive and one or two of the sciences or mathematics at A Level or iB hL are 
necessary for some courses. Biology at A Level or iB hL can be very useful. 

sPorts science

At least one science subject (usually Biology) is often needed.

theatre stUDies / Drama

You may not need theatre Studies at A Level or iB hL, particularly if you are interested in combining 
Drama with another subject. for the more competitive single honours courses, you should have a good 
grade in theatre Studies or english A Level or iB hL.

theoloGy

there are no specific requirements but at least one essay writing subject is highly recommended. useful 
subjects include english Literature, history, religious Studies or Philosophy.

veterinary science

competition is fierce. chemistry and Biology are obligatory at almost all universities so you must do 
both of these. You would be advised to complement them with Physics and / or mathematics. further 
mathematics may be useful. many universities will require A*/9 in core (i)GcSe subjects in order to 
consider your application. Work experience is vital.
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